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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Acronym/Abbreviation Definition
%

percent

BASMAA

Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association

CDFW

California Department of Fish and Wildlife

CDPH

California Department of Public Health

CTCP

California Tobacco Control Program

cm

centimeter

ETAP

Escaped Trash Assessment Protocol

FAA

Federal Aviation Administration

GIS

geographic information system

GPS

Global Positioning System

GPU

Graphical Processing Unit

ID

identification

MAF

Monitoring and Assessment Framework

MDP

Marine Debris Program

MHHW

mean high-high water

m

meter

mm

millimeter

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NPDES

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

OPC

California Ocean Protection Council

San Diego Water Board

California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Diego Region

SF Bay Water Board

California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Francisco Region

SMC

Stormwater Monitoring Coalition

SOP

standard operating procedure

State Board

California State Water Resources Control Board

SWAMP

Surface Water Ambient Monitoring Program

TPW

Tobacco Product Waste

UAS

Unoccupied Aerial System

UAV

Unoccupied Aerial Vehicle

USEPA

United State Environmental Protection Agency
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Foreword
On April 18-19, 2017 a Trash Monitoring Conceptual Model Development Workshop was held to develop
recommendations for a field monitoring project to validate trash monitoring methods. This meeting was
attended by a variety of stakeholders located throughout the State of California and was sponsored and
organized by the California Ocean Protection Council (OPC) and the Ocean Science Trust. What came
out of this meeting was a recommendation for a study that evaluated and validated already established
methods and one novel method for assessing trash in rivers and streams. The results of these evaluations
would be published in a Field Testing Report and the methods would be included in a “playbook” (this
document) for trash assessors to use as a reference when determining the optimal monitoring method
for their needs.
As the funder of this effort, OPC has sought to address a persistent need: inform emergent trash
monitoring programs on the strengths and weaknesses of the current monitoring methods and the ways
that the monitoring methods can inform high-priority management questions. In funding this work,
OPC aimed to promote stronger alignment between the most pressing management questions and the
data that might address them, and ensure that the data are of known levels of accuracy, precision, and
practical cost. While some programs had already conducted self-reflexive assessments on their method
deployment, there was no central clearinghouse or playbook that gathered the methods together and
provided guidance in their use, based on synchronous field testing, whereby all methods would be tested
on the same collection of sites to maximize comparability. The project team discovered high degrees of
comparability among methods, with illustrated levels of accuracy and precision.
This work, in providing stronger measures for environmental trash loads, specifically addresses OPC’s
strategic target 3.4.3 to “[a]dvance development of a baseline of plastic pollution monitoring data for
coastal and marine waters and a standardized approach to track the state’s progress in reducing plastic
pollution by 2023.”1 This playbook is not the end, but instead the first step in a larger process to develop
a baseline monitoring program for trash in State waters.
The team associated with the funded project conducted field testing, developed a novel method using
new technologies, and engaged with a wide cross-section of stakeholders over the course of three years.
The results are summarized in this playbook and also shared more comprehensively via a complementary
Field Testing Report on http://trashmonitoring.org, the project website.
The OPC is pleased to build upon the foundation that this project represents. The multi-tiered framework
featured in this playbook provides a basis of analysis among different methods, and can also serve
as scaffolding for future method revision. We anticipate that the playbook will be consulted by trash
monitoring programs, non-profit organizations, volunteer efforts, and many others interested in
launching new monitoring efforts with the benefit of the findings shared in this report.
– Holly Wyer, Marine Pollution Program Manager, Ocean Protection Council

1
California Ocean Protection Council. Strategic Plan. http://www.opc.ca.gov/webmaster/ftp/pdf/
agenda_items/20200226/OPC-2020-2025-Strategic-Plan-FINAL-20200228.pdf
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Introduction
Trash on land has recently become a renewed focus of policy throughout the state of California. These
policies include three main areas: 1) bans; 2) total maximum daily loads (TMDLs); and 3) the Statewide
Trash Amendments. While these policies all involve reducing trash on land, they all work in different
ways. Bans on specific items include the statewide ban on plastic bags, and local bans throughout the
state include specific items such as polystyrene and cigarettes. TMDLs have been passed by regional
water quality control boards for many contaminants and specifically concerning trash for at least 15
water bodies. The most well-known TMDL for the Los Angeles River, established in 2001, was one of
the nation’s first trash TMDLs (CRWQCB 2007; CRWQCB 2015). The goal for 100% trash load reduction
mandated by this TMDL was set to be accomplished by September 2016. Many affected jurisdictions
have accomplished this using full-trash capture devices or alternative institutional controls such as
street sweeping, education, etc. The Statewide Trash Amendments take such TMDLs to a broader
level, as jurisdictions throughout the state now must either install full trash capture devices (Track 1) or
partial capture devices and institutional controls (Track 2; SWRCB 2015). For those opting for Track 2,
monitoring is required to ensure they are attaining results comparable to Track 1 areas.
Accordingly, for these reasons and sundry others, many agencies and groups across California have
developed methodologies for monitoring trash in the environment. As municipalities and water-quality
regulatory agencies have implemented programs and policies to improve management of the trash
loading to storm drain conveyances, there has been increased interest in using a common set of methods
to quantify the effectiveness of management actions. To create a foundation for developing a consistent,
standardized approach to trash monitoring statewide, the project team performed a method comparison
analysis, based on two seasons of fieldwork. This analysis facilitated the assessment of the accuracy,
repeatability, and efficiency of some already developed trash monitoring methodologies already in use,
as well as help to investigate a new, innovative method (cf. Fielding Testing Report on trashmonitoring.
org). Methods developed by the Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association (BASMAA)
for use in the San Francisco Bay Area were compared to methods developed by the Southern California
Stormwater Monitoring Coalition (SMC) for use in coastal southern California. One of the chief goals
of these comparisons was to understand the similarities and differences between the already existing
methods for detecting, quantifying, and characterizing trash in selected environments. Readers will find
that the data bear out remarkable levels of accuracy and precision with quantitative metrics that help to
align methods and management concerns. Furthermore, the degree of correlation among tested methods
were especially high, offering greater opportunities for inter-method comparisons.
The findings of this project are intended for use by public agencies, non-profit organizations, private
consultants, and all of their various partners in informing a statewide effort to adopt rigorous,
standardized monitoring methods to support the State Water Board’s Trash Amendments. Over the
next couple of decades, such public mandates will require all water bodies in California to achieve water
quality objectives for trash.
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Document Goals
While sampling is already taking place in receiving waters (BASMAA 2018; Moore et al. 2016), there are
no accepted standardized methods to address the effectiveness of Track 1 and Track 2 trash controls
within the system. In addition, methods that can provide both spatial and temporal comparisons
in a variety of habitats are needed to help inform management decisions and actions. There is a
demonstrated need for method options based on a variety of factors, such as the monitoring question
posed, method bias (accuracy), repeatability (precision), practicality, and available resources. This
document details a number of accepted methodologies from which practitioners may choose when doing
assessments in rivers and streams. Selecting a method from this handbook increases the comparability
of data, both spatially and temporally, and facilitates answers for many management and scientific
questions. Essentially, the primary goal of this document is to provide vital information on the four
methods that were tested (cf. Field Testing Plan on trashmonitoring.org) — three established methods
and one novel method — and present here the instructions on how to perform them. Two additional
methods the Escaped Trash Assessment Protocol (ETAP), developed by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, and the Tobacco Product Waste Monitoring Method, funded by the California
Department of Public Health (CDPH), Tobacco Control Program, are also included as appendices to
inform trash practitioners of additional viable methods for intensive trash assessments (ETAP) and
specific types of trash (CDPH).
The featured methods were selected among many potential candidates. Their selection should not
imply a lack of value attributed to other methods, such as those associated with the Coastal Cleanup
Days, the Office of Water Programs with the California Department of Parks and Recreation, or various
smaller programs and private companies. Rather, the selected methods were highlighted and analyzed
for several key reasons, some of which were inherent to method, while others were circumstantial and
practical:
1.

The methods focused on the targeted habitat — rivers, creeks, and streams — identified as a
priority during the course of an April 2017 stakeholder workshop.

2. Collectively, the three existing methods represented an illustrative diversity of approaches that
would address a variety of management and monitoring questions.
3. The methods are associated with long-running programs of public importance.
4. The methods cover a broad geography across California to ensure that the project achieves
statewide representation in its method portfolio.
5. The project TAC recommended the use of these methods.
6. The methods are popular and mutually influential among public stakeholders in various forums.
7. The organizations supporting the methods, BASMAA and SMC, were willing to adapt their
planned field monitoring to promote the high level of coordination needed for the fieldwork.
The organizations were also open to sharing all collected data for purposes of analysis and
comparison.
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The intent was to compare existing methods and understand their relationship to salient management
questions. Our hope is that the framework and approach presented here serves as a basis to promote,
rather than restrict, future method development.
Overall, the document wishes to promote informed selections of monitoring methods — with ample
awareness of the factors that might determine suitability — but it does not aim to prescribe methods
according to strict rules. The selection of a method can be informed by a number of factors and therefore
must ultimately be subject to human judgment.

Considerations for Determining Your Method
Before embarking on monitoring, it is always important to think ahead about why you are doing it, what
information you hope to gain from it, and how you will analyze the data once they are collected to tell
a story. Here are some suggestions for things to consider as you choose the method to perform your
assessments.

Management and Monitoring Questions
The type of management/monitoring questions to address will play a part in determining the method
you choose to use. Some may be interested in only assessing the general amounts of trash present, while
others may also want to know how much trash is present either by counting specific items or estimating
the volume. Others may be interested in knowing what categories (plastic, metal, glass,etc.) and types
(plastic cups, plastic pieces, etc.) of trash are present. Understanding the management question is essential
to determining the monitoring questions, which in turn is essential to determining the method used to
assess the trash in the environment.
Some monitoring questions might include:
•

How much trash is there in my local river/stream?

•

How does the amount of trash in my river/stream compare to others?

•

Is the amount of trash declining, staying the same, or increasing?

•

How much of the trash are items of concern, such as plastic bags, expanded polystyrene, personal
protection equipment, etc.?

•

Are there any particular types of trash that are more prevalent than others?

Figure 1. Example of measured bias.
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Accuracy / Bias
Accuracy is an important measurement for any method. Here we are referring to the fidelity of a given
field measurement to the reality of the studied matter (Figure 1). For example, if there are five plastic
bags in an assessment area, and a method counts five bags, then this assessment would be highly
accurate — less so if the measured amount diverged from the actual number of bags. Knowing the
degree of accuracy for a given method can aid us in determining the tolerable range of variation among
different assessors and/or among different habitat types. As part of the method for assessing trash
we recommend some quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) measurements below to promote
acceptable accuracy in the data.

Precision / Repeatability
Ensuring the method used is both precise and repeatable is key to promoting confidence that the
measurements completed by different people/groups are highly comparable. Precision can be measured a
number of ways. Extinction curves showing the amount of passes needed to remove all of the trash from
a site shows that more than one pass is likely necessary to achieve a higher level of precision (Figure 2).
Additionally, methods can be conducted by different teams at the same site, under the same conditions,
using the equivalent instruments, to determine the compatibility of results. The amount of variability
among the results is inversely proportional to the degree of precision. To promote precision among trash
monitoring practitioners, we recommend multiple assessments at the same site with different people/
teams for a subset of sites – see Quality Assurance / Quality Control “QA/QC” section below.

Resources
Resources are often a limiting factor in performing assessments. One of the most frequently mentioned
issues when talking about performing any type of waste assessment is the amount of time it takes to
conduct an assessment. Second to the amount of time is the amount of equipment needed. For these

Figure 2. Example of an extinction curve showing the number of
samples (passes) necessary to remove all of the trash at a site.
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reasons, the trash methods listed here are meant to allow the assessor to choose a method based on the
amount of resources available.
In the end, all the factors above — management questions, accuracy, precision/repeatability, and
resources, along with safety and access constraints — should play roles in determining the method used
to assess trash in the environment.

Determining Your Management and Scientific Questions
Before you embark on any type of trash assessment it is important to determine the questions you want
to answer. To do this, you must begin with the management questions most important to address. These
may be questions you have developed, or questions posed to you by local and state officials in charge
of producing policies or management actions around trash. Management questions are typically not
highly specific about what must be measured or how to measure the object of concern. For instance, a
management question may be “At what rate is trash changing?” Once the management questions are
established, the scientific questions can be constructed to instruct the method to be used. To construct
the scientific question six pieces of information are necessary: 1) the habitat of interest; 2) target for
measurement (i.e specific type of trash); 3) the metric to be measured (i.e. volume, count); 4) the pathway
of concern; 5) time frame for the measurements; and 6) the level of precision. An example question
coming from this process might be “Has the volume (in gallons) of polystyrene in natural/vegetative
creeks changed within 5 years by 10% with a 95% confidence interval?” (Figure 3). Once the scientific

Figure 3. Conceptual model for translating management questions into scientific monitoring questions.
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question is determined a decision can be made on the method to be used.
The formula to convert a broad management question to a scientific monitoring question can be adjusted
— for instance, “habitat” can be replaced by “location,” and “pathway” with “conveyance” — but the
elements reflecting the location, target, metric, timeframe, and precision level are common to most field
surveys. As such, the template shared in Figure 3 illustrates the typical level of detail needed to produce
scientifically defensible observations.

Deciding on Your Method
Once the scientific monitoring questions are formulated, then one can consider the appropriate method
to deploy in the field. However, we encourage additional forethought to ensure the optimal suitability of
the selected monitoring method to address your monitoring question. This Handbook recommends that
programs or studies perform trash monitoring according to the workflow process shown in Figure 4.
This process is derived from the experience and lessons learned by the authors of this report, the study’s
Technical Advisory Committee, and the studies cited in this Handbook.
The workflow includes following an ordered process for reaching the method you might select to address
your management and monitoring (scientific) question(s). Beginning at the top, someone interested

Figure 4. Suggested workflow in choosing the method to use to meet your needs.
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in selecting the appropriate method would formulate their management questions and, in turn, their
monitoring questions. Taking into account the resources needed and their requisite accuracy and
precision, they would select a method from those available. This sounds like a simple sequential process.
However, in practice, the pathway through the flowchart might be more recursive than linear. For
instance, once the requisite resources, accuracy and precision are considered, some may choose to revisit
their management and monitoring questions. “Is such a high level of precision required?” they might ask
themselves. Making changes to their monitoring questions and needs, these revisions might, in turn, help
to determine the most appropriate method to apply. If the cost of monitoring is a driving consideration,
for example, then a question requiring a more expensive method might need to be revised.
Typically, the more detail you require to address your monitoring question, the greater the requisite
resources. The four methods provided in this playbook can be examined based on accuracy, precision,
resources and the types of questions they answer. All should be considered when choosing a method
(Table 1).
Table 1. Relative estimates of accuracy, precision and resources required for each method.

METHOD

ACCURACY

PRECISION

RESOURCES

Tier 1 - VISUAL

Low-Med

Low-Med

👤

Tier 2 - UAS

Low-Med

Low-Med

👤  👤

Tier 3 - VOLUME

Med-High

Low-Med

👤 👤  👤

Tier 4 - TALLY

Med-High

Med-High

👤 👤  👤 👤

The table above summarizes each method based on accuracy, precision and resources needed. These
estimates are based on information collected during the method evaluation study performed prior to
assembling the current document. The field testing report can be found on the Trash Monitoring website
and evaluates each method based on the above categories. Accuracy and repeatability were tested by
having different teams assess the same site, precision by creating an extinction curve measuring the
number of passes at a site before all trash was removed, and resources by considering equipment and
staff time.
Using the table as a guide gives the trash assessor the flexibility to choose the method based on one
or more of the categories. If a high level of accuracy and precision is required to answer management/
monitoring questions, for instance, then cost may need to be increased to select the tally method (Tier 4).
However, if the budget is limited, reduced accuracy and precision might be a practical accommodation,
and Tiers 1 or 2 might be suitable.
Regarding cost estimates, absolute numbers are difficult to furnish since they are so variable, but we
have instead opted for relative cost comparisons. Absolute costs would be determined by several factors,
such as the number of assessments performed, the geographic scale of the study area, the labor cost
associated with the field crew, and the number of crew members selected. If the labor force works on a
volunteer basis, or has predetermined funding, then the absolute costs might be reduced compared to
programs that hire consultants, for example. However, even given such differences, the relative costs
would remain a meaningful comparison since the level of effort and numbers of staff required for each
method can vary considerably. Accordingly, the resources represented as dollar signs in Table 1 can be
understood as representing the level of effort associated with each method.
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Figure 5. The four trash monitoring methods listed by type of information collected. Arrows at the bottom of the diagram
indicate many more items that are not listed to conserve space. *For the Tally Method larger categories are used similar
to the Volume Method, but can be broken down into more refined types within each category.

In the following sections, we discuss the accuracy, precision, and resources associated with each method,
with references to details furnished by the field testing report mentioned above.

Selecting A Representative Method
This section presents a summary of the methods and is intended to serve as a guide to help the reader
select the method or combination of methods that would be most appropriate to the management or
study questions to be answered. The methods presented in Figure 5 reflect the four types of methods
presented in this document with categories of common assessment types that might be performed
via trash monitoring programs. The suggested assessment categories should be considered a potential
starting point for individuals unacquainted with trash monitoring methods.
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The methods included here consist of three methods that had already been developed and placed into
common use by others and one novel method developed by the authors of this study. Broadly speaking,
the methods can be divided into qualitative and quantitative methods. We tested one qualitative method
(BASMAA) that seeks to characterize a riverine assessment according to its qualitative level of trashiness.
The other methods are quantitative and count trash by volume or individual counts, with each measure
associated with set categories to distinguish material or object types. In Figure 5, the methods have been
further divided into four tiers to illustrate how they measure trash. The complexity of the method and the
data collected increase as the tier number increases.
Although the methods are neither co-developed nor tightly coordinated, the quantitative tiers facilitate a
useful nesting of the targets identified by each method. A given box in Tier 4, for instance, can be nested
into a volume measurement by material type listed directly above it in Tier3. That same box in Tier 3 can
be aggregated with others into Tier 2. Tier 1, being qualitative, does not share this nested relationship.
TIER 1 - VISUAL
This method is the simplest and least resource intensive method and requires the trash practitioner to
walk the assessment area and make an informed, subjective estimate of the amounts of trash found
in the assessment area. This method was developed and refined by a number of organizations. It was
first conceptualized by the Surface Water Ambient Monitoring Program as a Rapid Trash Assessment
Tool (RTA; SWAMP 2004). Since then, it has been modified by the Southern California Stormwater
Monitoring Coalition(SMC) and Bay Area Stormwater Agencies Association (BASMAA).
TIER 2 - UAS
This method is the novel method developed as part of this study and uses unoccupied aerial systems
(UAS) to capture images from unoccupied aerial vehicles (UAV) and uses machine learning to analyze
the images to determine if identified items are plastic or not plastic. The initial cost for obtaining the
equipment for both the UAV and the machine learning platforms and servers can be substantial, but
once obtained the cost is minimized through the need for little staff time (requires two people to fly
the UAVs in the field) and perform the automated analysis.
The project team paid approximately $7,000 per year in annual software and hardware costs to
support this method. However, this cost, while substantial, can be effectively reduced dramatically
for each program by cost-sharing across multiple programs and clients, thereby effectively
minimizing operational costs. Furthermore, on the basis of assessment site coverage, this method
can cover much more space than the other methods with the same number of practitioners.
TIER 3 - VOLUME
This method estimates the volume of trash based on the trash category it falls into relative to
item composition. These categories include Plastic, Fabric and Cloth, Biodegradable, Biohazard,
Construction, Glass, Metal, Large and Miscellaneous. The method was originally developed by and
used by BASMAA and its member agencies (BASMAA 2018). The project team modified the method
slightly from its original iteration for this playbook, but the field methods largely remain the same.
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TIER 4 - TALLY
The final method is one that has been used by the SMC in 2011-2013 and again in 2018-2019 as
part of their comprehensive regional stream surveys in Southern California (Moore et al. 2016; SCB
2018). This method uses categories similar to the Tier 3 method but allows for much more detail on
the specific type of item to be collected. For example, the category of Plastic is split into a number of
different items, e.g. bag - single use, bag - recyclable, hard plastic pieces, cups, lids, straws, etc. This
method is meant to identify the types of items that are being found in the environment for potential
policy and management actions.
Each one of the methods represented by the different tiers answers different questions, requires
different amounts of resources, and varies in the accuracy and precision of the measurements (see
Field Testing Report). All of these factors must be considered when choosing a method. Examples of
the recommended methods to use based on your question(s) are shown in Table 2; however, some may
prefer to use another method, based on additional factors.
Table 2. Examples of Program Objectives or Study Questions and Recommended Survey Approaches

Management Question
Is trash present or absent in the study area?

Recommended
Approach
Qualitative/
Quantitative

Method
All

Does the trash volume increase in the study area
following a storm event?

Quantitative

Volume

Is the amount of expanded polystyrene increasing
or decreasing?

Quantitative

Tally

Quantitative

Tally

Qualitative

Visual

Quantitative

Tally

Which types of trash are found most often in the
study area?
Are trash loads higher in areas closer in proximity
to certain land uses?
Has the expanded plastic bag ban reduced levels in
the study area?
Are the trash levels increasing or decreasing in the
study area?

Qualitative/
Quantitative

All

The matrix above includes some questions that might be considered by environmental policy makers and
managers. Questions could range from general, such as is the amount of trash increasing, decreasing,
or staying the same, to the specific, such as how prevalent are plastic bags in the environment. The
approach could involve either qualitative or quantitative methods but often the less specific questions
can be answered with a qualitative approach and the more specific with the quantitative approaches.
Where questions could be answered by multiple methods, understanding how the methods relate to one
another can be important.
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Cross-compatibility of the methods was investigated in the field evaluation study for this project, and
the Field Testing Report can be found on the Trash Monitoring website (trashmonitoring.org). In general,
the results indicate that there is reasonable correlation between the Qualitative Visual Observation
Method versus the Quantitative Volume Method but not as strong vis-a-vis the Quantitative Tally
Method. An additional study by BASMAA (BASMAA 2020) also showed that the relationship between
the Qualitative Visual Observation Method versus the Quantitative Volume Method was also reliable,
suggesting that the Qualitative Visual Observation Method might be a good surrogate for the more labor
intensive Quantitative Volume Method. Additionally, there was a pattern of high correlation between
volume predictions using UAS methods and directly measured volume totals, which supports efforts to
explore volume prediction methods.

Duplication of Site Assessment Information
All of the above information is important to consider when choosing the sampling method for your trash
surveys. The methods are outlined below and are documented in a way that repeats sections several
times among the methods. This was done intentionally so that the trash practitioner could print out
the method of interest within this document and have all of the salient information at hand, rather than
referring to material scattered throughout the entire document.

Field crew prepares for trash monitoring in a nearby creek.
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Field Sampling Considerations
Prior to undertaking any field sampling, field team coordinators should also consider what information
needs to be taken into account to allow for a successful assessment. Safety should always be the primary
consideration. Safety concerns should be addressed prior to going out in the field. Team members
should know what to do in case of an emergency. Many rivers/streams fall into local jurisdictions and
permission may be required to access the area. Invasive species in California prove to be a significant
problem and care should be taken when visiting more than one site with both personnel gear (including
clothing and shoes) and sampling equipment. The proper cleansing of gear is recommended and detailed
here to minimize the contribution to this problem. Finally, when collecting data, quality control/assurance
measures should be incorporated to ensure the quality of the data. Guidance for this is provided below.

Site Access Permits, Permissions, and Other
Considerations
Access permission is recommended for all sites prior to sampling. The appropriate permits and
permissions can be sought concurrently with the office evaluation and field reconnaissance. Products
such as ParcelQuest™ and Landvision™ can assist with determining ownership. When considering site
access, take into account parking for vehicles, any required keys or lock combinations to open gates, and
the need for arrangements to be made in advance for an onsite escort to accompany the field crew. For
any sampling on private and public land, be sure to acquire permission from the landowner and contact
the onsite manager before sampling, as applicable. During sampling, the field lead should carry the name
and contact information for private land owners and managers. For some riverine habitats, a scientific
collecting permit may be required for accessing sites to collect trash, including private and public lands.
For public lands, an access or additional biological sampling permit is also often needed. Both types of
permits can take weeks or months to be issued, so plan accordingly. In some natural areas, it may be
necessary to be aware of sensitive species issues, and potential restrictions due to breeding season, etc.
The presence of state or federally listed threatened or endangered species may limit or preclude sampling
at a site and/or may require state or federal “take” permits. Regardless of whether the site is on private
or public lands, the appropriate property manager should be notified a few days in advance of when the
intended sampling is to occur.

Safety
Safety is of the utmost importance while conducting the trash assessments. Field teams performing the
trash surveys need to be aware of safety issues while performing site assessments. The following safety
measures are recommended, at minimum:
•

Be prepared for any emergency. The team should have a list of emergency contact numbers for
both team members and for local fire and police departments. In the event of an emergency 911
should be called. Make sure team members know how to direct emergency personnel to the site.
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•

Work in teams. Working together in a team of two or more people provides a greater level of
awareness about activities occurring or animals that may be around the assessment area. At
least one person in the team should have a fully charged cell phone, preferably in a waterproof
enclosure.

•

Inspect the site before starting the survey. The streambed and banks need to be inspected before
entering an assessment area. If the site is too steep or unstable, the substrate too hazardous, or
the river too deep to wade, do not conduct the assessment and note the unsafe conditions on the
field data sheet. The site should not be assessed if team members feel unsafe or threatened.

•

Avoid unnecessary exposure to environmental dangers. Many sites with heavy brush may have
ticks, rattlesnakes, stinging nettle, and poison oak, so consider wearing protective clothing such
as field boots with snake chaps or waders, long-sleeved shirts, and long pants while in the field.

•

Avoid homeless encampments. It is recommended that field teams do not perform assessments
in homeless encampments. If the site is near an encampment and deemed safe to assess, it is
recommended that the crew maximize the distance from any habitations.

•

Avoid lifting excessively heavy objects. Some objects encountered during the site surveys may be
too heavy to lift. Large items in debris can be filled with sediment and water, which greatly add
weight to the object, making it heavier than it appears. Record the locations of these objects on
the site maps and notify the appropriate municipality if possible for removal.

•

Avoid removing objects if conditions are not safe. In general, watch where you are walking and
pay attention to where you are putting your hands. Be aware of the type of debris items being
picked up and conditions of the site when performing surveys. Buried or partially submerged
items such as broken glass, sharp metal objects (including used hypodermic needles), or broken
sticks can create punctures and even biohazards.
•

Entangled items may not be separable from a large group of debris items. The large
group of items could be heavy, so use caution when removing entangled items.

•

Some sites may have large rocks or uneven or slippery surfaces, so be careful where you
place your feet while walking.

•

Some items may be located in pools deeper than your gloves are long or may be in pools
beyond your reach. Try to use a secondary object such as the trash grabber (Figure 7) to
retrieve items from deep pools rather than submerge yourself to retrieve the item.

•

Report safety issues. Report any accidents or safety issues to the team leader. If injury should
occur, stop assessments immediately and either contact the team leader or 911 if it is an
emergency.

•

Be prepared to work in inclement weather. Check the weather report before heading out and wear
appropriate clothing for the conditions. Always wear closed-toed shoes for assessments and
waders where appropriate.
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•

Take care of personal hygiene. Field teams should come prepared with gloves and hand
sanitizer. Team members picking up debris should always wear gloves and
should avoid touching their face until gloves are removed and/or hands
are sanitized. The use of a trash grabber (Figure 6) is recommended
to avoid direct contact with the trash.

Figure 6. Trash Grabber used for picking up trash.

Invasive Species
Various aquatic invasive species live in California aquatic environments, including the New Zealand mud
snail (Potamopyrgus antipodarum). To prevent the spreading of aquatic invasives, decontaminate gear
(i.e., boots/waders) before and after entering an aquatic habitat using one of the following protocols
developed by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW):
OPTION 1: DRY DECONTAMINATION
• Scrub gear with a stiff-bristled brush to remove all dirt and debris. Thoroughly brush small
crevices such as boot laces, seams, net corners, etc.
•

Allow equipment to thoroughly dry (i.e., until there is complete absence of moisture), preferably
in the sun. Keep dry for a minimum of 48 hours to ensure any organisms are desiccated.

OPTION 2: HOT WATER SOAK DECONTAMINATION
• Scrub gear with a stiff-bristled brush to remove all dirt and debris. Thoroughly brush small
crevices such as boot laces, seams, net corners, etc.
•

Immerse equipment in 140°F or hotter water. If necessary, weigh it down to ensure that it
remains immersed.

•

Soak in 140°F or hotter water for a minimum of 5 minutes.

OPTION 3: FREEZER DECONTAMINATION
• Scrub gear with a stiff-bristled brush to remove all dirt and debris. Thoroughly brush small
crevices such as boot laces, seams, net corners, etc.
•

Place in a freezer 32°F or colder for a minimum of eight hours.

More information is available on the CDFW Invasive Species Program webpage: www.dfg.ca.gov/
invasives.
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Quality Assurance Requirements
The quality assurance and quality control requirements for collecting data in riverine habitats should
include the following attributes:
TRAINING MATERIALS
Training materials containing standard definitions and picture examples should be provided to
each team member in advance of surveys. Additional field training events can be performed
to improve standardization of trash counts or observations recorded. An example of additional
training activities could include an intercalibration event to test the accuracy and repeatability
between individual staff or field teams. Each person or team should perform the methods in the
same area at the same time to minimize opportunities for random errors.
FIELD AUDITS
Field Leads perform an evaluation of the field teams while they collect data. The field audit
provides an opportunity to verify that methods are performed appropriately and to improve
standardization of trash counts or observations recorded.
An onsite audit of field teams should be performed at least once per team to observe, and if
necessary, modify data-collection procedures. Any audits performed should be memorialized in
memorandum format.
REPEATED WALKING OVER ASSESSMENT AREAS TO DETERMINE TRASH AMOUNTS
Surveys should include precisely two walks over the assessment area to ensure that all trash
items have been counted or removed for subsequent analysis.
POST-EVENT DATA RECORD REVIEW
A detailed quality assurance evaluation should be conducted in the office, where photographs
are reviewed by a designated Quality Assurance Officer to verify that trash condition categories
and sources were consistently recorded. Field forms (in Appendix A) also need to be reviewed for
completeness and legibility.
DUPLICATE COUNTS
A duplicate count is a process for ensuring accuracy and precision (repeatability) in field methods
if more than one field team (of two people) performs trash assessments for a given program. The
procedure for duplicate counts requires each assessment team to conduct a trash assessment
at the same location, but not at the same time. The second field team should perform the
trash assessment as soon as the prior team has completed it. The duplicate count method
can be performed only if the trash is not removed from the site. Duplicate counts need not to
be performed at every site. It is recommended that a subset (~10%) of sites be reassessed to
determine variability in team measurements.
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Consistency in Measurements for
Comparability
The amounts of trash at a given site can vary, and despite the similarities of measurement by method,
one of the aspects of field work that most often impedes comparability is the variability among the sizes
of the assessment area.. To encourage consistency in the value reported, we recommend that the data be
normalized to the area measured. This can also provide a point of reference for other methods that may
be conducted differently from the methods in this playbook, but still measure the same thing, i.e. number
of items and assessment area. What is meant by “normalizing the data” is devising a standardized value
per unit of area sampled. To do this, it is recommended to not report the total amount of trash found at a
site, but instead, report the number of items divided by the area surveyed. This is an important distinction
that will increase the comparability of your results. By following this approach, you will arrive at a trash
density value (count of trash per area unit) that can be compared to other assessments performed at
different times, in different regions, and using different methods. For the methods listed in this playbook,
the measurements would include the number of items/m2 (Tiers 2 and 4) and volume/m2 (Tiers 2 and 3).

Training Considerations
Training is an important part of method performance (see Field Testing Report). Proper training promotes
alignment among trash monitoring practitioners to achieve more consistent results. It is recommended
that for any method, some training be performed. Training can be in the form of an online video or in the
field with multiple teams present.

Online Training
This type of training is done by having interactive webinars or online videos. One such example is that
provided for the Tobacco Waste Product Monitoring Webinar performed in November 2020. More
than 160 participants took part in this webinar, and live field demonstrations of the method (Figure 7)
were performed in two different types of environments in Northern and Southern California. These
demonstrations included data collection through mobile applications and through paper field forms,
discussion of the types of tobacco product waste (TPW), and a question and answer session. This type of
training is ideal for teams located in multiple locations and during times when people may not be able to
congregate easily. To view the webinar visit the SFEI TPW Method Website.

In the Field Training
The best way to perform training is to take the team(s) into the field and have them perform the method.
An example of this are the intercalibration exercises that both BASMAA and the SMC perform prior to
undertaking any survey. This includes having all participants in the survey show up at representative
locations where they break into teams and perform the method. Once they are done, the group comes
together to discuss the results and address any questions they might raise about the method and the data
collected (Figure 8). This provides a great opportunity to discuss any issues that may have arisen during
the performance of the method and encourages consistency in decision making in the field.
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Figure 7. Screenshot of webinar training from the field.

Figure 8. Field teams from BASMAA and the SMC participated in intercalibration events in Northern and Southern
California.
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Common Vocabulary
Ensuring the use of a common vocabulary can be critical to comparing data. For example,
if a team is using Tier 4 (Tally Method), one team might call a small piece of trash a “hard
plastic piece,” whereas another team might recognize the item more specifically as a “cigar
tip.” In educating the trash practitioners on the types of trash that may be found and what
it is called, consistency in the data can be increased.
Another example of this comes from the vast amount of TPW in both traditional
combustible and electronic forms (Figure 9). With the immense variety of products, it
is often difficult to identify the product if its wrapper is not present. In the case of the
electronic devices, many of them are likely to be associated with other types of electronic
waste as they often resemble USB “thumb drives.” Becoming familiar with these products
is important as they are becoming ever more present in the environment.
Another way of becoming more familiar with the trash vocabulary is to visit the Trash
Taxonomy Website created by students Hannah Hapich and Win Cowger under Andrew
Gray at the University of California, Riverside. This project was funded by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the National Marine Sanctuary Foundation.
It brings together the trash vocabulary from 50+ trash surveys and puts them in a
relational database to bring order to the trash nomenclature through providing crosswalks
between the studies. This along with providing pictures to your training teams can
increase the consistency and comparability of the trash data.

Figure 9. Pictures show the great variety of both combustible and electronic forms of Tobacco Product Waste. First
picture shows combustible product wrappers and the second picture shows a variety of electronic products (airpods are
included for scale).
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Tier 1 - Riverine Visual Observation method
This method is appropriate if the objective of the program or study is to record visible amounts of trash
without counting or enumerating the specific types of trash. This method is intended to record the
aesthetic condition of a habitat affected by trash within the assessment area and is a subjective method
based on the perceived amount of trash in a given area.
The BASMAA qualitative assessment is a survey technique that visually documents the trash levels within
an assessment area. The trash condition is divided into four condition categories that include narrative
descriptions of trash levels associated with a scoring range.
Sites can be either targeted or probabilistic (randomly chosen by strata) based on survey designs, and
include either a 30-meter or 100-meter stream reach (100m preferred for optimal results). Before the
trash assessment begins, the team identifies the monitoring reach. For probabilistic surveys associated
with the Surface Water Ambient Monitoring Program (SWAMP) bioassessment surveys (a California
based survey), the designated stream reach for trash assessment coincides with transects A to C (Ode
et al. 2017). Under the SWAMP and the Southern California Stormwater Monitoring Coalition (SMC)
programs, probabilistic sites may be moved up or downstream up to 300 meters from the nominal
coordinates associated with a given station code for reasons such as safety, accessibility, tributaries,
or obstacles. If the nominal coordinates fall near the streambed, but not on the streambed itself, the
site may be shifted to the nearest point on the streambed. The team uses a rangefinder or measuring
tape to determine the reach length (30 meters) and identifies the bottom (transect A), middle (transect
B), and end (transect C) of the reach with a marker (e.g., wire-stemmed survey flags, line, etc.). If
the assessment is not part of a SWAMP bioassessment sampling event, the team goes to the target
coordinates, regardless of whether probabilistic or targeted, and marks as the downstream extent. Then,
the team goes to the upstream 30/100 meters and marks that location as the upstream extent. The
30-/100-meter segment may be broken up into smaller segments using cross-sectional markings (lines
perpendicular to stream flow path) if a larger amount of trash is present to make the assessment area
smaller for individual teams.
Steps 1-6 are similar and repeated for all methods. This is on purpose to allow for printing of each
method separately and completely. These steps also reflect Site Information that can be collected
regardless of method and can increase comparability between methods.
STEP 1. EVENT PREPARATION
Field teams are recommended to perform event preparation in the office before beginning field activities.
The recommended pre-monitoring information that should be reviewed includes the following:
1. Time restrictions
2. Driving directions to the site
3. Verification of the access route to site, including which gates to enter, access ramps into
engineered channels, and the walkways or trails
4. Parking locations and whether the site has time restrictions for parking,
5. Familiarization with the site map
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6. An inventory of the field items needed and whether additional supplies need to be procured
STEP 2. GATHER STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Suggested equipment for field teams includes the following:
•

Clipboard

•

Maps

•

Pens/pencils

•

GPS

•

Camera

•

Measuring Rangefinder or measuring tape

•

Survey flags

•

Waders / Rain boots

•

Gloves

•

Grabber tools

•

Sunblock

•

Hand sanitizer

•

First-aid kit

•

Insect repellant

•

Drinking water

•

Field forms (see Appendix C)

STEP 3. SET UP THE ASSESSMENT AREA
For this method it is recommended that a 100-meter stream reach is used and covers the areas within
the top-of-bank to top-of-bank width. To set up the assessment area, locate the target location (latitude
and longitude) if one is given and mark it as the starting point (most downstream point (A); Figure
10). If this is a targeted site, choose a starting point. Then measure 100 meters from the starting point
upstream and mark the upstream point (C). The midpoint (B) is half way between the upstream (C) and
downstream (A) points. Ropes, cones or measuring tapes can be used to delineate the assessment area.

Figure 10. Assessment Area Example of BASMAA
Visual Observation Method
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An example of an assessment area can be found in Figure 11.
Next, the measurements for bankfull and wetted width must be determined. Evidence for bankfull
locations includes topography, vegetation, sediment type, changes in bank slope, and location of
water stains on concrete or bedrock. The teams measure the wetted and bankfull width of the stream
shown in Figure 12 using a measuring tape (a rangefinder may be used for larger streams) and record
the measurement on the datasheet. The assessment area width extends to the bankfull width of the
stream. Bankfull width is determined by estimating the maximum water inundation in a one- to twoyear flood event (Ode et al. 2016). Walk beyond the wetted width of the stream to look for evidence
of one- to two-year flood events and that is the bankfull width. To measure this distance lay the
measuring tape along the contour of the river to determine the total length (this differs from other
methods that measure bankfull width as the taught distance of the measuring tape from one bank
to the other). Measuring the bankfull width in this way will give the most accurate area estimate.
The assessment area extends from the thalweg (line of lowest elevation within a water course to
the bankfull width on the left and right bank [face downstream to determine left or right bank]). An
example of the wetted and bankfull width measurements in the Los Angeles River are provided in

Figure 11. Assessment Area Example of BASMAA Visual Observation Method
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Figure 12. Example Stream Cross-Section Wetted Width and Bankfull Width.

Figure 13. An example of measuring Bankfull Width and Wetted Width in the Los Angeles River.

Figure 13.
STEP 4. RECORD THE SITE INFORMATION AND ASSESSMENT AREA DIMENSIONS
Fill out the General Site Information on the trash survey field form shown in Figure 14. Record the station
Identification (ID), start and stop time, latitude and longitude (in decimal degrees to at least 5 places)
using a geospatial mobile app, and the datum (geographic information system [GIS] projection used as
a point of reference for the site locations). Document the members of the field crew conducting the
survey as well as a brief River/Site Description and the location of the Watershed site. Describe access
to the site based on ease of access from both the right and left banks. Channel Type is based on the
channel substrate and consists of natural (no apparent modifications made to the stream bed), earthen
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Figure 14. General Site Information Form

(natural stream bed that has been modified), and concrete. Finally, record the type of site being surveyed
(probabilistic versus targeted) and whether the stream is flowing.
Site measurements should also be completed at this time. All measurements should be taken in meters
and recorded on the Assessment Area field sheet area (Figure 15).2 These measurements are important to
determining the area of the assessment site to allow for determination and comparison of trash densities
both spatially and temporally. Transect A is the downstream point of the assessment site, Transect B is
the midpoint, and Transect C is the upstream point. (If prevented from measuring the area at its midpoint
due to safety or access constraints, select a nearby transect or omit the midpoint measurement.) It is also
important to note whether the trash is being picked up during the assessment, so if a site is visited again
an estimate of accumulation rates can be made.

Figure 15. Assessment Area Form

STEP 5. RECORD ASSESSMENT AREA PHOTOGRAPHS
Photograph trash conditions during each assessment. Take a minimum of four photographs from the
thalweg location at each site beginning at the upstream boundary (looking downstream), at the center
area looking upstream and downstream, and at the downstream boundary (looking upstream) of the
assessment area. Additional photographs may be taken to document site conditions. Each Photograph
2
By contrast, NOAA’s marine debris protocol suggests additional refinement on the trash
collection prompt, asking whether “all” or “some” trash was picked up.
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ID should use the following naming convention: Unique Site ID-Photo Location-Survey Date (month.day.
year), e.g., SMC00000B-Down-06.12.2018. Complete the field form in Table 3 to record the metadata
on the images taken.
Table 3. Photograph Documentation Form for the BASMAA Visual Observation Method

Segment Photograph
Bottom (A)
Middle (B)
Top (C)
Other Photos

View Direction
Upstream

Photograph ID

Upstream
Downstream
Downstream
Misc. 1
Misc. 2

STEP 6. DETERMINE THE LOCATIONS OF STORM DRAIN OUTFALLS AND HOMELESS ENCAMPMENTS WITHIN THE ASSESSMENT AREA
Record the number and size of stormwater outfalls (>18 inches) in the assessment area and record this
information on the field form shown in Figure 16 for each outfall present in the assessment area. Outfalls
include any pipes or discharge areas from outside of the river/stream. Outfall categories are as follows:
18–24 inches, 25–36 inches, 37–48 inches, and >48 inches. Record if there is trash at the outfalls and
the amount of trash present. Trash at the outfalls is the trash that is in the immediate vicinity of, and
appears to have come out of, the outfall. Trash count (number of items) categories are as follows: <10,
<50, <100, and >100.
Determine whether there is a homeless encampment in the assessment area or within 200 meters of the
assessment area, either upstream or downstream.
STEP 7. RECORD VISUAL OBSERVATIONS
This method must be performed by at least two crew members (one being the Field Crew Supervisor) to
minimize potential subjectivity in the final score for the assessment area. The Field Crew Supervisor first
walks the entire assessment area and scores the site based on a “first impression” of the amount of trash
observed.
Walk on both banks and within or near the site (where feasible) to observe trash throughout the
assessment area. Feasible conditions refer to flow conditions that allow the stream to be wadeable, in
addition to conditions that would avoid impacts on migratory nesting birds and spawning fish. Trash that
is visible outside of the assessment area will be included in the trash condition score, but will be noted on
the field form.
Trash levels are scored based on the following scale: Low (1–3)
•

Moderate (4–6)

•

High (7–9)

•

Very High (10–12)

Descriptions of the categories are found in Figure 17 and can be used to guide the score assigned to an
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Figure 16. Stormwater Outfalls/Encampments Form

assessment site. A mobile application has been developed for this assessment and has questions based
on the categories that are used in an equation that will recommend the most appropriate score (see Data
Collection and Recording section in this report).
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Condition Category
Low

Moderate

● Effectively no or very
little trash

High

Very High

● Predominantly free of

● Predominantly littered

trash except for a few

except for a few clean

littered areas

areas

● On first glance, little or
no trash is visible

● Trash is continuously seen
throughout the assessment area

● Trash distracts the eye on first
● On first glance, trash is
evident in low levels

● Trash is evident upon first

glance

glance in moderate levels
along streambed and
banks

● Little or no trash
is evident when

● Substantial levels of litter and

● After close inspection,

streambed and stream

small levels of trash are

banks are closely

evident on stream banks

examined for litter and

and/or streambed.

debris
● On average, all trash
● One individual could

debris in streambed and banks
● Evidence of site being
used by people: scattered
cans, bottles, food

frequently by people (e.g., many

wrappers, plastic bags,

cans, bottles, food wrappers,

etc.

plastic bags, clothing; piles of

could be cleaned up by

easily remove all trash

two individuals within

observed within 30

30 minutes to one hour.

minutes

● Evidence of site being used

garbage and debris)
● On average, it would take
a more organized effort

● On average, it would take a large

(more than 2 people, but

number of people (more than

● Approximately 2-3 times

less than 5) to remove

5) during an organized effort to

more trash than the low

all trash from the area.

remove all trash from the area.

condition category

Removal of trash would

Removal of all trash would take

take 30 mins to 2 hours.

more than 2 hours.

● Approximately 2-6 times

● Approximately 2 or more times

more trash than the

trash than the high condition

moderate condition

category

category

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Figure 17. Trash Condition Categories and Scoring System form.

Figures 18 through 21 provide photographs representing the amounts of trash found in each Trash
Condition Category. Photographs were obtained from the BASMAA Receiving Water Trash Monitoring
Program Plan for the San Francisco Bay Region (BASMAA 2018).
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Selection of the number within the Trash Condition Category should be based on the description
provided on the field form presented in Figure 17. The uppermost description within the Trash Condition
Category corresponds to the smallest number within the Site Score (e.g., a value equal to 1 represents the
description “Effectively No or Very Little Trash”). Similarly, the lowermost description within the Trash
Condition Category corresponds to the largest number within the Site Score. If trash occurs in piles in the
assessment area, imagine the trash spread out through the entire area for assigning a score.
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Figure 18. “Low” Trash Condition Category

Figure 19. “Moderate” Trash Condition Category
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Figure 20. “High” Trash Condition Category

Figure 21. “Very High” Trash Condition Category
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Tier 2 - Unoccupied Aerial Systems
In the course of executing this project, stakeholder interest in this novel method was extremely high.
Many were focused on the ways that the use of UAS might reduce labor costs, expand geographical
coverage, and produce richer datasets based on imagery. The team did explore the viability of this
technology and found it to be very promising, both in terms of data collection via the UAV (drone) and
image analysis via computer vision.
Overall, this method is appropriate if the objective of the program or study is to record visible amounts
of trash without counting or enumerating the specific types of trash directly. This method requires the
fewest number of staff (2) and time to perform, with technology savvy personnel for post-processing
of the imagery. Here, the capture of imagery from the sky, using unoccupied aerial systems (UAS), can
facilitate the monitoring of a broader geography and more repeat site visits to produce an informationdense dataset. This method is non-extractive, meaning that it does not involve any contact with the
contaminant. Rather, it is a remote observation method that merely captures imagery for subsequent
measurement of the trash load.

Constraints to Expect
The use of the UAV over populated areas presented several obstacles. Overcoming these obstacles will
test the viability of the vehicle’s use in urbanized areas. For instance, flying directly over people who are
not protected by a structure or stationary vehicle is prohibited. Accordingly, best practices dictate that the
UAV is piloted to avoid flying over homes and yards where the public and or residents could step directly
under the UAV. This risk can be mitigated by pausing the flight or assuming manual control of the UAV.
Therefore, generally, the vehicle should be piloted to avoid flying directly over uncontrolled areas, such as
private property, without prior coordination with landowners and residents. As safety measures to flight
systems and hardware (such as parachutes) advance, restrictions may be relaxed or waived in specific
instances.
Flying in coastal California will also be challenging because of the presence of airports, which require
special clearance when flying near them. This means extra planning and coordination will be required
when flying assessments within 5 miles of major airports. With the incorporation of Low Altitude
Authorization and Notification Capability (LAANC), UAS activities in controlled airspace at or below 400ft
are much more logistically feasible. With LAANC one can gain approval to fly within subsets of controlled
airspace, compatible with UAS based trash assessments, within seconds of submitting your proposed
flight activities from a mobile device. In other cases, approval is necessary from the Air Traffic Control. As
technology and regulation continue to advance to accommodate reasonable UAS use within the United
States, UAS based monitoring may become more widely feasible.
Tree canopy cover may also occlude the UAS based methods, by obfuscating the ground and trash
present. This often depends on the season relative to deciduous trees.
All of these factors limited and constrained the use of this technology, but where appropriate, the team
conducted surveys and reported on the usefulness of the exercise. Figure 22 shows Larkspur Creek,
where a combination of trees and private property constrain the survey area. Yet the imagery remains a
useful tool.
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Since site conditions change and flight regulations adjust at a fast pace, some of these rule-based
obstacles may change in the near term, perhaps even over the course of this project. The project team
monitored changes and made adjustments as necessary.

Figure 22. Larkspur Creek, orthomosaic image, January 18, 2018.

Process for Method Execution
To maximize the comparability of results, we recommend following basic site characterization and
designation procedures, where field crews characterize the sites in alignment with Tier 1, 3, or 4
protocols. Accordingly, sites can be either targeted or probabilistic (randomly chosen by strata) based on
survey designs, and include either a 30-meter or 100-meter stream reach. Before the trash assessment
begins, the team identifies the monitoring reach. For probabilistic surveys associated with the Surface
Water Ambient Monitoring Program (SWAMP) bioassessment surveys (a California based survey), the
designated stream reach for trash assessment coincides with transects A to C (Ode et al. 2017). Under
the SWAMP and the Southern California Stormwater Monitoring Coalition (SMC) programs, probabilistic
sites may be moved up or downstream up to 300 meters from the nominal coordinates associated with
a given station code for reasons such as safety, accessibility, tributaries, or obstacles. If the nominal
coordinates fall near the streambed, but not on the streambed itself, the site may be shifted to the
nearest point on the streambed. The team uses a rangefinder or measuring tape to determine the reach
length (30 meters) and identifies the bottom (transect A), middle (transect B), and end (transect C) of
the reach with a marker (e.g., wire-stemmed survey flags, line, etc.). If the assessment is not part of a
SWAMP bioassessment sampling event, the team goes to the target coordinates, regardless of whether
probabilistic or targeted, and marks as the downstream extent. Then, the team goes to the upstream
30/100 meters and marks that location as the upstream extent. The 30-/100-meter segment may be
broken up into smaller segments using cross-sectional markings (lines perpendicular to stream flow
path) if a larger amount of trash is present to make the assessment area smaller for individual teams.
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Steps 1-5 are similar and repeated for all methods. This is on purpose to allow for printing of each method
separately and completely. These steps also reflect Site Information that can be collected regardless
of method and can increase comparability between methods. In the case of the UAS method, this can
increase comparability of sites sampled using the UAS and sites sampled by another method due to
regulations that prohibit the use of a UAS.

Step 1. Event Preparation
Field teams are recommended to perform event preparation in the office before beginning field activities.
The recommended pre-monitoring information that should be reviewed includes the following:
1.

Time restrictions

2. Driving directions to the site
3. Verification of the access route to site, including which gates to enter, access ramps into
engineered channels, and the walkways or trails
4. Parking locations and whether the site has time restrictions for parking,
5. Familiarization with the site map
6. An inventory of the field items needed and whether additional supplies need to be procured
7. Permissions and notifications with FAA are filed

Step 2. Gather Standard Equipment
Suggested equipment for field teams includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clipboard
Maps
Pens/pencils
GPS
Camera
Measuring Rangefinder or measuring tape
Survey flags
Waders / Rain boots
Sunblock
Insect repellant
First-aid kit
Drinking water

Extra items associated with UAV flights:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unoccupied Aerial Vehicle
Extra batteries
Vehicle controller
Highly visible fluorescent vests
FAA-issued pilot license
Printed evidence of permit to fly from the appropriate authority
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Figure 23. Assessment Area Example of BASMAA
Visual Observation Method

Figure 24. Assessment Area Example of BASMAA Visual Observation Method
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Step 3. Set Up the Assessment Area
For this method it is recommended that a 100-meter stream reach is used and covers the areas within
the top-of-bank to top-of-bank width. To set up the assessment area, locate the target location (latitude
and longitude) if one is given and mark it as the starting point (most downstream point (A); Figure
23). If this is a targeted site, choose a starting point. Then measure 100 meters from the starting point
upstream and mark the upstream point (C). The midpoint (B) is half way between the upstream (C) and
downstream (A) points. Ropes, cones or measuring tapes can be used to delineate the assessment area.
An example of an assessment area can be found in Figure 24.
Next the measurements for bankfull and wetted width must be determined. Evidence for bankfull
locations includes topography, vegetation, sediment type, changes in bank slope, and location of water
stains on concrete or bedrock. The teams measure the wetted and bankfull width of the stream shown
in Figure 25 using a measuring tape (a rangefinder may be used for larger streams) and record the
measurement on the datasheet. The assessment area width extends to the bankfull width of the stream.
Bankfull width is determined by estimating the maximum water inundation in a one- to two-year flood

Figure 25. Example Stream Cross-Section Wetted Width and Bankfull Width.
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Figure 26. An example of measuring Bankfull Width and Wetted Width in the Los Angeles River.

event (Ode et al. 2016). Walk beyond the wetted width of the stream to look for evidence of one- to
two-year flood events and that is the bankfull width. To measure this distance lay the measuring tape
along the contour of the river to determine the total length (this differs from other methods that measure
bankfull width as the taught distance of the measuring tape from one bank to the other). Measuring the
bankfull width in this way will give the most accurate area estimate. The assessment area extends from
the thalweg (line of lowest elevation within a water course to the bankfull width on the left and right
bank [face downstream to determine left or right bank]). An example of the wetted and bankfull width
measurements in the Los Angeles River are provided in Figure 26.

Step 4. Record the Site Information and Assessment Area Dimensions
Fill out the General Site Information on the trash survey field form shown in Figure 26. Record the station
Identification (ID), start and stop time, latitude and longitude (in decimal degrees to at least 5 places),
and the datum (geographic information system [GIS] projection used as a point of reference for the site
locations). Document the members of the field crew conducting the survey as well as a brief River/Site
Description and the location of the Watershed site. Describe access to the site based on ease of access
from both the right and left banks. Channel Type is based on the channel substrate and consists of
natural (no apparent modifications made to the stream bed), earthen (natural stream bed that has been
modified), and concrete. Finally, record the type of site being surveyed (probabilistic versus targeted) and
whether the stream is flowing.
Site measurements should also be completed at this time. All measurements should be taken in
meters and recorded on the Assessment Area field sheet area (Figure 28). These measurements are
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Figure 27. General Site Information Form

Figure 28. Assessment Area Form

important to determining the area of the assessment site to allow for determination and comparison
of trash densities both spatially and temporally. Transect A is the downstream point of the assessment
site, Transect B is the midpoint, and Transect C is the upstream point. It is also important to note
whether the trash is being picked up during the assessment, so if a site is visited again an estimate of
accumulation rates can be made.

Step 5. Determine the Locations of Storm Drain Outfalls and Homeless Encampments Within the Assessment Area
Record the number and size of stormwater outfalls (>18 inches) in the assessment area and record this
information on the field form shown in Figure 28 for each outfall present in the assessment area. Outfalls
include any pipes or discharge areas from outside of the river/stream. Outfall categories are as follows:
18–24 inches, 25–36 inches, 37–48 inches, and >48 inches. Record if there is trash at the outfalls and
the amount of trash present. Trash at the outfalls is the trash that is in the immediate vicinity of, and
appears to have come out of, the outfall. Trash count (number of items) categories are as follows: <10,
<50, <100, and >100.
Determine whether there is a homeless encampment in the assessment area or within 200 meters of the
assessment area, either upstream or downstream.
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Figure 29. Stormwater Outfalls/Encampments Form
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Step 6. Flying the Unoccupied Aerial Vehicle
Once in the field, practitioners should adhere to the following conduct and process:
•

Pilot in Command must have a copy of an FAA-issued UAS Remote Pilot License.

•

Visual Observer and Pilot will be required for each flight. Both staff will wear highly visible
fluorescent vests to provide visibility.

•

UAS flight crew will provide flight plan, UAV Certificate Number, and any permission obtained for
flight authorization.

•

Flight crew will follow all FAA rules. Some regulations of note:

•

Do not fly over 400ft (target of 100ft elevation for survey flights).

•

Fly between 30 min prior to sunrise and 30 min after sunset; however, optimal flight time is close
to noon in order to capture best lighting for post processing and analysis. Avoid flying at solar noon
over water when capturing nadir imagery.

•

Maintain visual line of site with aircraft at all times by remote pilot in command or visual observer.

•

Do not fly UAV directly over people not part of active flight.

•

UAV will be flown using a mission planner with the ability to assume manual control of the
vehicle.

•

Alerts should be provided to the pilot at 25% and 15% battery, returning home at 10% capacity
or if the voltage drops below 14 V, whichever happens first in order to ensure safe landing of the
vehicle.

•

Wind speeds will be taken into account to ensure safe, controlled flight and to ensure the flight
can be completed with existing batteries.

•

All ground control markers will be retrieved after fights in the area are completed.

When planning your flight, bear in mind that the vehicle must fly a path designed to overlap with the
targeted assessment area, taking high-quality, still images as it flies. Still imagery is preferable over
alternatives such as video since it lends greater geographic precision after orthorectification, and the
quality of the resulting images is greater with still imagery. In any event, over the course of the flight, the
images can sometimes number in the hundreds.
Flying at 30m altitude, the team should be able to produce imagery with resolution of approximately
1cm per pixel. Imagery of this resolution should facilitate identification of most trash items in the
environment.

Step 7. Post-Processing the Imagery
The project team used 3DR’s SiteScan to plan flight transects, manage the automation of the vehicle
operations, and also post-process the imagery. (3DR has since merged with Esri, one of the world’s
leading providers of geographic information system products, making SiteScan now part of the Esri tool
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portfolio.)3 The cost is approximately $7,000 per year for the software and support for the vehicle and
associated optics. Bear in mind that it is altogether possible to leverage inexpensive software to facilitate
flight planning, image data hosting, and generate orthorectified site images. However, in the team’s
experience, linking these closely related tools together can be prone to failure with product updates
and complications with communication among the system’s many “moving parts.” The project team
opted for a vendor-supported, all-in-one tool such as SiteScan to keep the team focused on the imagery
and data that would emerge from the tests and less on the vehicle and software used to produce these
outputs.
Figure 30 illustrates the results gathered from a test flight, whereby the sensor fires at regular intervals
to capture individual, high-resolution images. (While it is possible to use video as a source of the images,
the resolution is reduced and thus less suitable for our purposes.)
Figure 31 shows the results of the post-processing of the individual images into a single orthorectified
orthomosaic. This single image can serve as the primary source of further analysis. However, if the team
encounters any visual artifacts or distortions, they may consult the original, individual image associated
with the suspect location.

3
Esri. Cloud-Based Drone Mapping Software. https://www.esri.com/en-us/arcgis/products/site-scan-forarcgis/overview. While the team had success with this toolset, we offer no formal endorsement.

Figure 30. Trash survey flight over the Wildcat Creek, showing an orthomosaic of the site, each bubble indicating a
separate picture, December 7th, 2018
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Figure 31. Test survey flight over the Wildcat Creek, showing an orthomosaic of the site, December 7th, 2018.

Step 8. Deriving Numerical Data from the Imagery Using Computer Vision /
Machine Learning
The team developed a new machine learning algorithm to expedite the identification of trash in UASgathered imagery. This machine learning algorithms tested the viability and practicality of applying
these new tools to trash monitoring. The team hypothesized that, under certain circumstances, machine
learning may be used to accelerate the assessments, thereby potentially expanding the geography and
time period surveyed.
The machine learning algorithm is based on TensorFlow, a commonly used computational engine
for these tasks. It is a form of a convolutional neural network (CNN) that leverages large datasets to
determine patterns.
Our site surveys formed the basis of analysis for the CNN that was charged with the following:
•

Identifying trash in the image by individual objects (presence/absence)

•

Quantifying the volume of trash in the image, overall

•

Depending on the outcome of early optical tests: quantifying the volume of plastic in the image, as
distinguished from other forms of trash

By comparing the results of manual analysis to automated analysis, we determined whether there
is appreciable difference in performing one vs. the other. Furthermore, with the benefit of on-site
extractions, we leveraged an absolute measure of trash volumes as a basis of additional comparison.
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Novel Method Background
Object detection algorithms have been a significant area of study since the 1990s. At the time, object
detection depended largely on feature selection methods meant to enhance information in order to
categorize items within visual data according to a pre-defined semantic schema. For example, targeting
visual cues within scale space to create local scale-invariant features.4 While similar methods are
employed to this day, they require much work to identify and characterize features.
In tandem, neural network (NNs) research has blossomed over the last fifteen to twenty years. They
offer the unique ability to function similar to human brains and as a consequence can identify complex
patterns within a wide range of data types (e.g. visual, audio, tabulated, etc…). Neural networks can be
composed of a wide variety of architectures, each tuned to specific types of data. As of this writing, deep
convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) have shown to be very effective for tackling problems requiring
visual data sets, specifically object detection within images.5 It is for this reason we chose to use a DCNN
architecture for our application fairly early in the planning process.
DCNNs constitute a vast field of research within the machine learning space. A true primer would be
outside the scope of this document; however, there are some key concepts important to outline in order
to understand our methodology and analyses. DCNNs consist of huge networks of interconnected layers,
each of which serve a fundamental role in analysing a given data point (or image in our case). Each layer
consists of multiple nodes which are the fundamental building block of neural network layers.
We have chosen to use a “feed forward” style DCNN, which means that the training process for our
network consists of a set of weighted layers, tuning parameters (i.e. hyperparameters) and visual input.
As new visual input is presented to the network, it runs through a series of predictions. Depending on the
performance during the prediction phase, it will then update weights for each layer using values we’ve
set for hyperparameters (i.e. optimizers).6,7

Lessons Learned
There are many lessons learned from this work that will greatly inform future work. Below is a list of
points to highlight:
•

Positive detections achieved about a 50% success rate for general trash.

•

The composition of trash within training data, coupled with the surrounding terrain, seem to heavily
impact how effective the model will be when conducting trash predictions over novel terrains.

•

Since the selected machine learning algorithm training process can only leverage one GPU (graphical
processing unit) at a given time, this becomes problematic when attempting to train future iterations
of the model quickly.

•

Orthorectified imagery could serve as a viable input when conducting inference, thus mitigating the
need to develop an algorithm for detecting duplicate detections across individual survey images

4

https://www.cs.ubc.ca/~lowe/papers/iccv99.pdf

5

https://papers.nips.cc/paper/4824-imagenet-classification-with-deep-convolutional-neural-networks

6

https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.06032

7

https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1901/1901.06032.pdf
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•

When we started this work we were unsure if using machine learning to detect
trash would be feasible. We believe model inferencing output demonstrates that,
while difficult, automated trash detection is possible.

•

Due to our imbalanced dataset, most detections are categorized as “trash
unknown.”

•

Both Ohio and Verde Elementary surveys were flown below 100ft and yielded
promising results. There’s a chance lower altitude flights might yield better
performance.

•

An algorithm that is more specialized to detect tobacco product waste (TPW) on
parking lots can achieve a success rate of 94%, as opposed to 50%, so a narrower
detection target with a familiar “background scene” (parking lot) can produce
better results than a general trash algorithm.

Trash Volume Assessments
We observed a high correlation between volume predictions and survey volume totals,
which supports efforts to explore volume prediction methods.
At a basic level, conducting more surveys with granular volume data would add more
data points for our regression analysis and would improve confidence in our correlation
values. If correlation values can stay consistently high as more data is added, we could
eventually use them as a proxy in real-world applications.
We may also eventually leverage training set and model architecture improvements
previously described to reduce false positive rates within predictions. This would in turn
dramatically improve the reliability of tallies used to calculate volumes. Similarly, we
could potentially identify a filter phase in which we filter out false positive counts and
ensure volumes are calculated from as many true positives as possible.

Future Opportunities
Perhaps the biggest lesson has been that there are many avenues to pursue when
attempting to make trash detection models that could reliably detect trash. Every aspect
of the workflow we’ve outlined in this section has potential for refinement and further
investigation. Below are descriptions for potential future work which could improve
model performance and get us closer to using this methodology for volume prediction.
Given current limitations, we believe that the Tier 2 - UAS model can be used in
conjunction with other assessment methods to extend the reach of assessments, increase
practical repeatability, and help offset human resource constraints.
Furthermore, the development of a more refined model to detect cigarette butts with
a very high accuracy rate of 98% offers a high degree of promise. This refinement
is discussed in Appendix B: Tobacco Product Waste Monitoring Method within this
document.
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Tier 3 - Riverine Volumetric Measurement
Method
This method is appropriate if the objective of the program or study is to record trash volumes for specific
types of trash or to measure the overall trash volume within a specific area. This method can additionally
be coupled with the Riverine Visual Observation Method to relate the aesthetic conditions of trash within
an assessment area to a volume of trash present within the assessment area.
The BASMAA quantitative assessment is a survey technique that estimates the trash levels by measuring
the volume of the trash in the assessment area. The method here is largely taken from the method
developed by BASMAA but has been modified to include information on the volume of the types of trash
by composition rather than by upstream source.
Sites can be either targeted or probabilistic (randomly chosen by strata) based on survey designs,
and include either a 30-meter (southern California) or 100-meter (northern California) stream reach.
Before the trash assessment begins, the team identifies the monitoring reach. For probabilistic surveys
associated with the Surface Water Ambient Monitoring Program (SWAMP) bioassessment surveys (a
California based survey), the designated stream reach for trash assessment coincides with transects
A to C (Ode et al. 2017). Under the SWAMP and the Southern California Stormwater Monitoring
Coalition (SMC) programs, probabilistic sites may be moved up or downstream up to 300 meters from
the nominal coordinates associated with a given station code for reasons such as safety, accessibility,
tributaries, or obstacles. If the nominal coordinates fall near the streambed, but not on the streambed
itself, the site may be shifted to the nearest point on the streambed. The team uses a rangefinder or
measuring tape to determine the reach length (30 meters) and identifies the bottom (transect A), middle
(transect B), and end (transect C) of the reach with a marker (e.g., wire-stemmed survey flags, line, etc.).
If the assessment is not part of a SWAMP bioassessment sampling event, the team goes to the target
coordinates, regardless of whether probabilistic or targeted, and marks as the downstream extent. Then,
the team goes to the upstream 30/100 meters and marks that location as the upstream extent. The
30-/100-meter segment may be broken up into smaller segments using cross-sectional markings (lines
perpendicular to stream flow path) if a larger amount of trash is present to make the assessment area
smaller for individual teams.
Steps 1-6 are similar and repeated for all methods. This is on purpose to allow for printing of each
method separately and completely. These steps also reflect Site Information that can be collected
regardless of method and can increase comparability between methods.
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Volumetric Method
Step 1. Event Preparation
Field teams are recommended to perform event preparation in the office before beginning field activities.
The recommended pre-monitoring information that should be reviewed includes the following:
1.

Time restrictions

2. Driving directions to the site
3. Verification of the access route to site, including which gates to enter, access ramps into
engineered channels, and the walkways or trails
4. Parking locations and whether the site has time restrictions for parking,
5. Familiarization with the site map
6. An inventory of the field items needed and whether additional supplies need to be procured

Step 2. Gather Standard Equipment
Suggested equipment for field teams includes the following:
•

Clipboard

•

Maps

•

Pens/pencils

•

Calculator (or mobile phone)

•

GPS

•

Camera

•

Measuring Rangefinder or measuring tape

•

Survey flags

•

Waders/rain boots

•

Gloves

•

Grabber tools

•

Sunblock

•

Hand sanitizer

•

Insect repellant

•

Buckets (2- and 5-gallon, marked with 0.5-gallon increments)

•

Trash bags

•

Drinking water

•

Field forms (Appendix C)
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Step 3. Set Up the Assessment Area
For this method it is recommended that a 100-meter stream reach is used and covers the areas within the
top-of-bank to top-of-bank width. To set up the assessment area, locate the target location (latitude and
longitude) if one is given and mark it as the starting point (most downstream point (A); Figure 32). If this
is a targeted site, choose a starting point. Then measure 100 meters from the starting point upstream and
mark the upstream point (C). The midpoint (B) is half way between the upstream (C) and downstream (A)
points. Ropes, cones or measuring tapes can be used to delineate the assessment area. An example of an
assessment area can be found in Figure 33.

Figure 32. Assessment Area Example of
BASMAA Visual Observation Method

Figure 30. Assessment Area Example
of BASMAA Visual Observation Method
(300 feet = 100 meters).
Figure 33. Assessment Area Example of BASMAA Visual Observation Method (300 feet = 100
meters).
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Next the measurements for bankfull and wetted width must be determined. Evidence for bankfull locations
includes topography, vegetation, sediment type, changes in bank slope, and location of water stains on
concrete or bedrock. The teams measure the wetted and bankfull width of the stream shown in Figure
34 using a measuring tape (a rangefinder may be used for larger streams) and record the measurement
on the datasheet. The assessment area width extends to the bankfull width of the stream. Bankfull width
is determined by estimating the maximum water inundation in a one- to two-year flood event (Ode et al.
2016). Walk beyond the wetted width of the stream to look for evidence of one- to two-year flood events
and that is the bankfull width. To measure this distance lay the measuring tape along the contour of the
river to determine the total length (this differs from other methods that measure bankfull width as the
taught distance of the measuring tape from one bank to the other). Measuring the bankfull width in this
way will give the most accurate area estimate. The assessment area extends from the thalweg (line of
lowest elevation within a water course to the bankfull width on the left and right bank [face downstream
to determine left or right bank]). An example of the wetted and bankfull width measurements in the Los
Angeles River are provided in Figure 35.

Figure 34. Example Stream Cross-Section Wetted Width and Bankfull Width.
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Figure 35. An example of measuring Bankfull Width and Wetted Width in the Los Angeles River.

Step 4. Record the Site Information and Assessment Area Dimensions
Fill out the General Site Information on the trash survey field form shown in Figure 36. Record the station
Identification (ID), start and stop time, latitude and longitude (in decimal degrees to at least 5 places),
and the datum (geographic information system [GIS] projection used as a point of reference for the site
locations). Document the members of the field crew conducting the survey as well as a brief River/Site
Description and the location of the Watershed site. Describe access to the site based on ease of access
from both the right and left banks. Channel Type is based on the channel substrate and consists of
natural (no apparent modifications made to the stream bed), earthen (natural stream bed that has been
modified), and concrete. Finally, record the type of site being surveyed (probabilistic versus targeted) and
whether the stream is flowing.
Site measurements should also be completed at this time. All measurements should be taken in
meters and recorded on the Assessment Area field sheet area (Figure 37). These measurements are
important to determining the area of the assessment site to allow for determination and comparison
of trash densities both spatially and temporally. Transect A is the downstream point of the assessment
site, Transect B is the midpoint, and Transect C is the upstream point. It is also important to note
whether the trash is being picked up during the assessment, so if a site is visited again an estimate of
accumulation rates can be made.
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Figure 36. General Site Information Form

Figure 37. Assessment Area Form
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Step 5. Record Assessment Area Photographs
Photograph trash conditions during each assessment. Take a minimum of four photographs from the
thalweg location at each site beginning at the upstream boundary (looking downstream), at the center
area looking upstream and downstream, and at the downstream boundary (looking upstream) of the
assessment area. Additional photographs may be taken to document site conditions. Each Photograph
ID should use the following naming convention: Unique Site ID-Photo Location-Survey Date (month.day.
year), e.g., SMC00000B-Down-06.12.2018. Complete the field form in Table 4 to record the metadata
on the images taken.
Table 4. Photograph Documentation Form for the BASMAA Visual Observation Method

Segment Photograph
Bottom (A)
Middle (B)
Top (C)

View Direction
Upstream

Photograph ID

Upstream
Downstream
Downstream

Other Photos

Misc. 1
Misc. 2

Step 6. Determine the Locations of Storm Drain Outfalls and Homeless Encampments Within the Assessment Area
Record the number and size of stormwater outfalls (>18 inches) in the assessment area and record this
information on the field form shown in Figure 38 for each outfall present in the assessment area. Outfalls
include any pipes or discharge areas from outside of the river/stream. Outfall categories are as follows:
18–24 inches, 25–36 inches, 37–48 inches, and >48 inches. Record if there is trash at the outfalls and
the amount of trash present. Trash at the outfalls is the trash that is in the immediate vicinity of, and
appears to have come out of, the outfall. Trash count (number of items) categories are as follows: <10,
<50, <100, and >100.
Determine whether there is a homeless encampment in the assessment area or within 200 meters of the
assessment area, either upstream or downstream.

Figure 38. Stormwater Outfalls/Encampments Form
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Step 7. Record Volumetric Measurements.
Begin on either the right or left bank, walking slowly while visually scanning for trash. Scan an area
within a shoulder-width zone to avoid missing small or partially covered items and continue the process
until the entire assessment area has been walked. A larger scan width may be used at sites with little
or no vegetation. However, assessors must focus exclusively on the assessment area designated by
cones and tape, while ignoring any trash outside the assessment area. The recommended approach for
field teams is to adopt a systematic scan approach, maintaining consistency among practitioners, while
walking the assessment area. An approach that focuses on walking a continuous S-shaped path over the
assessment area, as shown by the example in Figure 39, provides a systematic approach for observing
trash and minimizing opportunities for missing small or difficult-to-observe trash pieces.

Figure 39. Example of Systematic Procedure for Riverine Surveys called
the Lawnmower Pattern. This pattern would be repeated on each bank.

As team members are walking a systemic path, they can collect all trash from the assessment area for
estimating its volume in a container. Trash categories include the following descriptions: plastic, fabric
and cloth, large, biohazard, biodegradable, construction, glass, metal, and miscellaneous. The collective
volumes within each category should be entered on the field form.
Collect relatively small trash items associated with each category in 5-gallon and 2-gallon buckets. Trash
that is placed in buckets and bags should not be compacted—it should be left the same size that it was
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found.
Mark the outside of buckets with a permanent marker in 0.5-gallon increments. Once a bucket is full
(i.e., its contents are level with the top of the bucket), record its volume. Otherwise, record the height
between the top of the trash and the top of the bucket or container, and then record the volume of the
trash by subtracting the empty volume from the container size. Measure the volumetric container with
a ruler or measuring tape; do not visually estimate it. Volume measurements need to be repeated at least
twice on the same sample to confirm the trash volume.
Repeat this process until all trash within each category is recorded on the field forms. The trash volume
for items collected in small quantities can be estimated using smaller containers, such a 1-liter or smaller
container. The process for estimating the volume is the same as the process for 2- and 5-gallon buckets.
Small trash items that should be included in buckets/bags are listed in Table 5.
Table 5. Items for Volumetric Measurements in Containers
Food wrappers

Spray paint cans

Paper products

Glass and plastic bottles

Small Styrofoam

Cardboard

Takeout food containers and utensils

Aluminum, steel and tin cans

Small automotive related items

Clothing/shoes

Cigarette butts

Sports balls

Single-use plastic bags

Measure larger trash items that do not fit in buckets to estimate the volume of the object. Estimates
of large items (e.g., construction materials or appliances) can be made in cubic feet or cubic yards and
recorded on the Estimated Volume of Trash Removed Form (Figure 40).
Large items include, but are not limited to, the following:
Table 6. Large Items for Volumetric Measurements

Shopping carts
Furniture Appliances
Construction debris

Mattresses
Tires
Automobile parts

Coolers
Bicycles
Large bags of trash

Estimate the large item volume by measuring the object’s actual dimensions.
All biohazards and hazard waste need to be separated and disposed of according to conventional
practices (e.g., syringes with needles need to be disposed into Sharps containers). Garbage bags should
not be filled with more than 40 to 50 pounds of material. If material contains sharp or large objects,
the material should be “double bagged,” as necessary. Multiple garbage bags may be needed at each
assessment site.
Large items that cannot be removed by the field team should be reported to the landowner (e.g., local
City government officials) for removal by City staff or their contractor.
The trash density can then be calculated based on the area of the assessment. A figure can be generated
that allows analysts to compare trash levels among areas and across methods. For instance, 5 gallons of
plastic has greater value when you know that it was over an assessment area of 1000m2 — or 5 gallons of
plastic per 1000m2.
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Measurements Not Included Here
In addition to the volumetric measurements, the BASMAA team performs two additional assessments
that we will not include here. They include a Vegetated Condition assessment, which estimates
the amounts and types of vegetation both in the water and on the banks. According to our testing
and engagement with monitoring practitioners, this estimate can be difficult to make, based on the
knowledge and experience of the trash assessors. This method was included to determine if vegetation
correlated with the amounts of trash assessed. The BASMAA study (BASMAA 2020) and the Field Testing
Study for this project both indicate low correlation between vegetation and trash. Hence, it is not included
here.
The second measurement that is not included in this section is the “Top Five Items” assessment. This
is a count of the top five items found at an assessment site. Since the primary method here is focused
on volume and it would be difficult to determine the top five items without counting all items, we are
omitting it here as well.

Estimated Volume of Trash Removed
Record total volume of trash associated with each trash pathway that was collected in the assessment area. For small
items collected in buckets or bags, use 0.5 gal increments. For large (unbagged) items, use 0.5 ft 3 or yd 3 increments.
Trash Volume (Uncompacted)
Large (Unbagged) ltems2
Trash Material
Small (bagged) items1
#Buckets
Bucket Size
#Bags
BagSize (gal)
Volume
Unit (circle)

Plastic

ft

3

yd 3

Fabric and Cloth

ft

3

yd 3

Biohazard

ft

3

yd 3

Biodegradable

ft

3

yd 3

Construction

ft

3

yd 3

Glass

ft 3

yd 3

Metal

ft3

yd 3

Miscellaneous

ft

3

yd 3

Large Items
Total Trash
(sum of the above rows)

ft

3

yd 3

ft

3

yd 3

1

Small items may include: Food Wrappers, Takeout Food Containers and Utensils, Glass and Plastic Bottles, Clothing/Shoes, Sports Balls,
Spray Paint Cans, Small Styrofoam Aluminum, Steel, and Tin Cans, Cigarette Butts, Single Use Plastic Bags, Small Automotive Related Items,
Biohazards (Syringes, Diapers, Human Waste, Pet Waste), Paper Products, Cardboard
2
Shopping Carts, Mattresses, Coolers, Furniture, Appliances, Tires, Bicycles, Construction Debris, Automobile Parts and Large Bags of Trash

Figure 40. Estimated Volume of Trash Removed Field Form.
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Tier 4 - Riverine Quantitative Tally method
The SMC quantitative assessment is a survey technique that estimates the trash levels by measuring the
counts of the trash in the assessment area. This method is appropriate if the objective of the program
or study is to collect counts of individual trash types such as number of single-use plastic bags or pieces
of expanded polystyrene. This method can additionally be used to count or enumerate all types of trash
within an assessment area.
Sites can be either targeted or probabilistic (randomly chosen by strata) based on survey designs, and
include either a 30-meter or 100-meter stream reach. Before the trash assessment begins, the team
identifies the monitoring reach. For probabilistic surveys associated with the Surface Water Ambient
Monitoring Program (SWAMP) bioassessment surveys (a California based survey), the designated stream
reach for trash assessment coincides with transects A to C (Ode et al. 2017). Under the SWAMP and the
Southern California Stormwater Monitoring Coalition (SMC) programs, probabilistic sites may be moved
up or downstream up to 300 meters from the nominal coordinates associated with a given station code
for reasons such as safety, accessibility, tributaries, or obstacles. If the nominal coordinates fall near the
streambed, but not on the streambed itself, the site may be shifted to the nearest point on the streambed.
The team uses a rangefinder or measuring tape to determine the reach length (30 meters) and identifies
the bottom (transect A), middle (transect B), and end (transect C) of the reach with a marker (e.g., wirestemmed survey flags, line, etc.). If the assessment is not part of a SWAMP bioassessment sampling
event, the team goes to the target coordinates, regardless of whether probabilistic or targeted, and marks
as the downstream extent. Then, the team goes to the upstream 30/100 meters and marks that location
as the upstream extent. The 30-/100-meter segment may be broken up into smaller segments using
cross-sectional markings (lines perpendicular to stream flow path) if a larger amount of trash is present to
make the assessment area smaller for individual teams.
Steps 1-6 are similar and repeated for all methods. This is on purpose to allow for printing of each method
separately and completely. These steps also reflect Site Information that can be collected regardless of
method and can increase comparability between methods.

Step 1. Event Preparation
Field teams are recommended to perform event preparation in the office before beginning field activities.
The recommended pre-monitoring information that should be reviewed includes the following:
1.

Time restrictions

2. Driving directions to the site
3. Verification of the access route to site, including which gates to enter, access ramps into
engineered channels, and the walkways or trails
4. Parking locations and whether the site has time restrictions for parking,
5. Familiarization with the site map
6. An inventory of the field items needed and whether additional supplies need to be procured
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Step 2. Gather Standard Equipment
Suggested equipment for field teams includes the following:
•

Clipboard

•

Maps

•

Pens/pencils

•

GPS

•

Camera

•

Measuring Rangefinder or measuring tape

•

Survey flags

•

Waders/rain boots

•

Gloves

•

Grabber tools

•

Sunblock

•

Hand sanitizer

•

First-aid kit

•

Insect repellant

•

Buckets (2- and 5-gallon, marked with 0.5-gallon increments)

•

Trash bags

•

Drinking water

•

Field forms (Appendix C)

Figure 41. Assessment Area Example of
BASMAA Visual Observation Method

Step 3. Set Up the Assessment Area
For this method it is recommended that a 100-meter stream reach is used and covers the areas within
the top-of-bank to top-of-bank width. To set up the assessment area, locate the target location (latitude
and longitude) if one is given and mark it as the starting point (most downstream point (A); Figure
41). If this is a targeted site, choose a starting point. Then measure 100 meters from the starting point
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upstream and mark the upstream point (C). The midpoint (B) is half way between the upstream (C) and
downstream (A) points. Ropes, cones or measuring tapes can be used to delineate the assessment area.
An example of an assessment area can be found in Figure 42.
Next the measurements for bankfull and wetted width must be determined. Evidence for bankfull locations
includes topography, vegetation, sediment type, changes in bank slope, and location of water stains on
concrete or bedrock. The teams measure the wetted and bankfull width of the stream shown in Figure
43 using a measuring tape (a rangefinder may be used for larger streams) and record the measurement
on the datasheet. The assessment area width extends to the bankfull width of the stream. Bankfull width
is determined by estimating the maximum water inundation in a one- to two-year flood event (Ode et al.
2016). Walk beyond the wetted width of the stream to look for evidence of one- to two-year flood events
and that is the bankfull width. To measure this distance lay the measuring tape along the contour of the
river to determine the total length (this differs from other methods that measure bankfull width as the
taught distance of the measuring tape from one bank to the other). Measuring the bankfull width in this
way will give the most accurate area estimate. The assessment area extends from the thalweg (line of
lowest elevation within a water course to the bankfull width on the left and right bank [face downstream
to determine left or right bank]). An example of the wetted and bankfull width measurements in the Los
Angeles River are provided in Figure 44.

Figure 42. Assessment Area Example of BASMAA Visual Observation Method
(300 feet = 100 meters).
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Figure 43. Example Stream Cross-Section Wetted Width and Bankfull Width.

Figure 44. An example of measuring Bankfull Width and Wetted Width in the Los Angeles River.
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Step 4. Record the Site Information and Assessment Area Dimensions
Fill out the General Site Information on the trash survey field form shown in Figure 45. Record the station
Identification (ID), start and stop time, latitude and longitude (in decimal degrees to at least 5 places),
and the datum (geographic information system [GIS] projection used as a point of reference for the site
locations). Document the members of the field crew conducting the survey as well as a brief River/Site
Description and the location of the Watershed site. Describe access to the site based on ease of access
from both the right and left banks. Channel Type is based on the channel substrate and consists of
natural (no apparent modifications made to the stream bed), earthen (natural stream bed that has been
modified), and concrete. Finally, record the type of site being surveyed (probabilistic versus targeted) and
whether the stream is flowing.
Site measurements should also be completed at this time. All measurements should be taken in
meters and recorded on the Assessment Area field sheet area (Figure 46). These measurements are
important to determining the area of the assessment site to allow for determination and comparison
of trash densities both spatially and temporally. Transect A is the downstream point of the assessment
site, Transect B is the midpoint, and Transect C is the upstream point. It is also important to note
whether the trash is being picked up during the assessment, so if a site is visited again an estimate of
accumulation rates can be made.

Step 5. Record Assessment Area Photographs
Photograph trash conditions during each assessment. Take a minimum of four photographs from the
thalweg location at each site beginning at the upstream boundary (looking downstream), at the center
area looking upstream and downstream, and at the downstream boundary (looking upstream) of the
assessment area. Additional photographs may be taken to document site conditions. Each Photograph
ID should use the following naming convention: Unique Site ID-Photo Location-Survey Date (month.day.
year), e.g., SMC00000B-Down-06.12.2018. Complete the field form in Table 6 to record the metadata
on the images taken.
Table 7. Photograph Documentation Form for the BASMAA Visual Observation Method

Segment Photograph
Bottom (A)
Middle (B)
Top (C)
Other Photos

View Direction
Upstream

Photograph ID

Upstream
Downstream
Downstream
Misc. 1
Misc. 2
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Figure 45. General Site Information Form

Figure 46. Assessment Area Form
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Step 6. Determine the Locations of Storm Drain Outfalls and Homeless Encampments Within the Assessment Area
Record the number and size of stormwater outfalls (>18 inches) in the assessment area and record this
information on the field form shown in Figure 47 for each outfall present in the assessment area. Outfalls
include any pipes or discharge areas from outside of the river/stream. Outfall categories are as follows:
18–24 inches, 25–36 inches, 37–48 inches, and >48 inches. Record if there is trash at the outfalls and
the amount of trash present. Trash at the outfalls is the trash that is in the immediate vicinity of, and
appears to have come out of, the outfall. Trash count (number of items) categories are as follows: <10,
<50, <100, and >100.
Determine whether there is a homeless encampment in the assessment area or within 200 meters of the
assessment area, either upstream or downstream.

Step 7. Collect Trash Items and Record the Number of Each Item Found
Begin on either the right or left bank, walking slowly while visually scanning for trash. Scan an area
within a shoulder-width zone to avoid missing small or partially covered items and continue the process
until the entire assessment area has been walked. A larger scan width may be used at sites with little
or no vegetation. The recommended approach for field teams is to adopt a systematic scan approach
while walking the assessment area. An approach that focuses on walking a continuous S-shaped path
over the assessment area, as shown by the example of the lawnmower pattern in Figure 48, provides a
systematic approach for observing trash and minimizing opportunities for missing small or difficult-toobserve trash pieces.
Trash is divided into nine major categories, including plastic, miscellaneous, fabric and cloth,
biodegradable, biohazard, construction, glass, large, and metal. From there each category is broken into
different items. For example, the plastic category is broken down into Bag - reusable, Bag - recyclable,
Bag pieces, Balloons, etc. Counts of each item within a category should be measured by tallying them on
the tally datasheet (Figure 49). If multiple pieces of trash in the same approximate area appear to come
from the same item (i.e., as broken-off fragments), count the pieces as one item; however, if the pieces
appear to come from different items, count them separately. For example, if multiple pieces of plastic
bags are present and they all are the same color and thickness, and all appear to be weathered similarly,
count the item as one. Otherwise, the pieces should be counted separately.

Figure 47. Stormwater Outfalls/Encampments Form
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Figure 48. Example of Systematic Procedure for Riverine Surveys
called the Lawnmower Pattern.

The count associated with a subset of items (list below) may be estimated if there are more than 11
pieces at a site using the following categories: Medium (M) = 11-100 pieces and High (H) > 101 pieces.
Items That May Be Estimated on the Trash Tally Form

•

Bag pieces

•

Foam pieces

•

Soft plastic pieces

•

Wrapper/wrapper pieces

•

Yard waste/leaf piles

•

Glass pieces

•

Aluminum foil pieces

Trash counts are recorded on the field form based on the specific type of material and amount present,
either by estimating according to the listed items above or by counting the individual items.8
All biohazards and hazard waste need to be separated and disposed of according to conventional
practices (e.g., syringes with needles need to be disposed into Sharps containers). Garbage bags should
not be filled with more than 40 to 50 pounds of material. If material contains sharp or large objects,
the material should be “double bagged,” as necessary. Multiple garbage bags may be needed at each
assessment site.
8
If estimates are used, then it is recommended to use the number marking the lowest range of the
estimate for the overall count.
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Figure 49. Quantitative Tally Method Datasheet.

Large items that cannot be removed by the field team should be reported to the landowner (e.g.,
local City government officials) for removal by City staff or their contractor.
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Data Capture and Standardization
Data Capture
The data from site assessments can be collected in a variety of ways. The field crews for
both BASMAA and the SMC prefer to collect data on paper when in the field and enter
the data into a spreadsheet when they return to the office. However, some may prefer to
enter data into an electronic device using a mobile application. Both methods are detailed
below. Additionally, data entry sheets for post processing are available and outlined
below.

Field Forms
The recommended field forms for these methods are included in Appendix D. These field
forms were originally developed by BASMAA and the SMC and are recommended for
those who prefer to have hard copies of the collected data as a backup to electronically
entered data.

Pictures
Pictures taken for these methods will be preserved as JPGs or a lossless format,
depending on the configuration of the cameras used.

Mobile Application
A mobile application was developed to enter Site Information and the Qualitative Method
Score (Tier 1). The application used was Esri’s ARCGIS Survey123 which allows for data
entry on mobile devices. This application was developed by SFEI programmers and will
be available via the Method Evaluation Project site (trashmonitoring.org). This application
only works for Site Information entry on Tiers 2 (UAS), 3 (Volume), and 4 (Tally) methods
and not for data entry for the method itself. Some of the benefits of using the application
include the following:
•

The tool can offer a scalable, structured, compact, and easily shareable data
collection method, especially applicable to citizen science practitioners

•

Embeds guidance tools for informed interpretation

•

Collects location point data

•

Direct image collection

•

Active connectivity is not required
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An important benefit from using the mobile application to point out was the gain in consistency with the
Qualitative Method Score. Whereas crews in the field would see a list of potential conditions upon which
to make their decision on score, in the mobile application these conditions are posed as questions and an
algorithm in the programming recommends a score for consideration (Figure 50). This functionality gives
users with less experience in this method the ability to have a score generated for them. The application
also allows for the score to be changed if the user does not agree with the assigned score, which may be
the case with a more experienced trash practitioner.
The most important benefit from using the mobile application is the ability to have a formatted data set on the
back end with no additional data entry required, such as that required when using the paper field forms.
Some drawbacks from using the mobile application are that the default data schema can be limiting/
confining if users wish to add additional fields. Additionally, the application does not allow for the
inclusion of a tally/counter function and cannot be used counting the amount of trash in the field. At this
time, the application is also restricted to only collecting geolocation data based on points and does not
include the ability to do the same for polygonal areas.

UAS-Based Data
The primary data produced through UAS-based data collection consists of the imagery. This imagery can
be stored in two forms:
•

Individual images (JPG format)

•

Orthorectified orthomosaic produced from the individual images (Geotiff format)

To store these data, a cloud based storage system is recommended. The storage requirements for
imagery data can be high; however, cloud storage prices have decreased in recent years and has the
benefit of being accessible from different locations. Furthermore, it puts the responsibility for equipment
upgrades and backups on an external company, offering additional return on the investment.

Machine Learning Algorithm
The convolutional neural network produced for this project will be shared without restriction. It will take
the form of software source code. Its associated image library that forms the “fuel” powering its engine
will be made available as a series of scripts.

Data Exchange Standards
Data comparability and standardization allow for the analysis of data that are collected both by different
organizations and at different times. In order to make sure the data is used appropriately and efficiently,
it should be entered into normalized data sheets that encourage the ability of users to compare and
contrast their data to others data.
An additional consideration is the data should also be entered in a way that yields actionable ways to
cross-walk results from one method to another, with caveats for limitations and restrictions, where
ambiguities or regional differences impede translation. This crosswalk strategy has helped to guide the
adoption and development of data exchange standards. These standards will assist in the free flow of
information that conforms to the standard, so that other research teams, regulators, citizen scientists,
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and others can readily aggregate data from various sources and produce information.
To ensure the data is comparable and can be crosswalked between methods, it is recommended that the
data sheets found in Appendix C and on the Trash Method Evaluation website be used to enter data.

Figure 50. Survey123 Mobile Application screenshot.
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Findings and Conclusions
The methods evaluated in this report all measured different aspects of trash in the environment. Overall,
estimates for accuracy, precision and resources vary, yet most of them were relatively accurate and
precise both within and among groups when training was provided (see individual sections on each
method). The methods addressed different types of monitoring questions and should be considered
separately when determining which method to use.
The following conclusions were derived from the more detailed data collected in the associated Field
Testing Report, available on trashmonitoring.org.

Accuracy and Precision - Size Matters for All Methods
In most cases, the size of the trash items impacted the accuracy and precision of the amounts of trash
measured. The results for the Extinction Curve using the Tally Method indicate that the smaller trash
you have at a given site, the more passes are needed to account for all the trash. In other words, if only
a single pass is made at a site, the probability of missing smaller items is increased. This is true as well
for the ETAP method, which is similar to the Tally Method. This likely holds true for the volume method
as well, although the impact of missing smaller items there may be less as the smaller items have much
smaller volume measurements. The qualitative method that assesses the site condition based on visual
inspection also likely is impacted by the size of trash at a given site, as the smaller sized trash is not
always seen and considered when assigning a score to a site. This also holds true for the UAS method, as
smaller trash in the range of less than 3 cm is often not seen in the imagery, and even when it is seen, it is
much more difficult to identify.

Resources – Costs Vary by Resource Type
The amount of resources needed for each method varies. In general, resources for the Qualitative
Assessment are the lowest, with the highest being required for the Tally Method. For the TallyMethod
and the Volume Method, most of the resources are in the form of labor as high trash sites require more
labor for longer amounts of time. Low labor methods include the UAS and Qualitative methods. Material
resources are the greatest for the UAS method initially, as the equipment required (e.g. drone, software,
server, etc.) is costly, though decreasing over time. Additionally, any early investments diminish over
time with the use of the equipment, and the costs can be shared across multiple organizations and with
benefits extended broadly. Labor in this case is minimal as the time it takes to collect the imagery is
less and only two people are required. The Qualitative Method is the least expensive all around in that it
requires the least amount of material resources and minimal time with a crew of two people.

Method Relationships - Using One Method’s Results to
Predict Another’s
The question that has been posed by many is “Can one method be used as a predictor for the results of
another method?” This is a challenging question to address as the methods themselves seek to answer
different monitoring questions. As was seen in the section on Site Information, the hypothesis that the
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amount of vegetation would predict the amounts of trash at a given site did not bear fruit -- meaning that
a higher amount of vegetation should predict higher amounts of trash due to entanglement and retention
of the trash within the vegetative area. However, this study and BASMAA 2017 showed that this is not
necessarily the case.
In comparing the methods to one another we found that the relationship between tallies and the volumes
was low. This is not surprising as the amount of trash can vary greatly depending on the size of the trash
items. While you may have a large amount of trash by count the volumes could be low given the size of
the trash.

Trash density metric facilitates broad comparability
When comparing the results from one method to those from another, analysts can be stymied by
their differences. One method might measure condition (quality) while another measures a volume
of trash items (quantity). While it is not possible to compare such results directly, we have found
that a density model can be useful to deploy as a crosswalk. Our analysis, backed by other studies by
BASMAA, suggests that volume and condition do share a proportional relationship. Therefore, a volume
measurement of trash per unit area can help to compare results from condition and volume scores -- at
least in general terms. This could be useful when making fairly broad comparisons.

Training is critical for repeatability
Initial training and routine Intercalibration exercises do appear to bear a positive influence over the
repeatability of the assessments among different teams and even by the same practitioners. Accordingly,
it is important to support training with such observational methods.

Which Method is Best?
By way of this project, we are often asked to identify the “best” method. The Playbook ideally aims
to dispel a notion of the “best.” Rather, one might instead consider degrees of suitability to address
management and related monitoring questions. Through Tables 1 and 2, we relate the accuracy, precision,
cost, and ease of use for each method, in addition to the type of management questions each might
address.
The rapid trash assessments developed by BASMAA (Tier 1 - Visual) offer more coverage and speed
at the expense of greater specificity of items, materials, or item counts. The quantiative visual method
developed by SMC (Tier 4 - Tally), on the other hand, is more time-consuming and costly, with smaller
coverage but also a relatively higher degree of accuracy and precision.
Importantly, however, if you have trash-related questions specific to certain materials, the BASMAA
method might only have limited suitability. Whereas a tally method would be optimal to address
such questions. If you wish to characterize an overall change in trash load for a given municipality or
neighborhood, however, resources might dictate that BASMAA’s method would be the practical choice.
It is therefore critical to evaluate the suitability of the method in light of the monitoring question, available
resources, and your needs for accuracy, precision, and monitoring target.
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Appendices
The Value of the Appendices
In the three appendices that follow, we offer resources to help illustrate some of the ways that methods
might be derived from some of those tested. We also include data forms and references to additional
resources that might be practically deployed when performing trash monitoring in receiving waters.
Material repeated in each appendix is deliberate since we treat each as potential stand-alone documents,
anticipating that readers might consult and print the appendices individually.

About Each Appendix
Appendix A
In Appendix A, the project team evaluated the USEPA’s Escaped Trash Assessment Protocol (ETAP).
The team conducted field testing of ETAP alongside the four methods described above. This facilitated
a side-by-side comparison of the ETAP method, which was derived in part from the same common
antecedent, the Surface Water Ambient Monitoring Program’s rapid assessment method, as the Tier
1 - Visual method described in this playbook. ETAP aims to offer a single method for all habitats/
locations, across all American geographies. It is time intensive and very thorough in its assessment
procedures. The appendix describes the method and makes recommendations for revision.
USEPA considered the suggestions in this evaluation and revised its protocol as described.

Recommendations Incorporated in ETAP
RECOMMENDATION #1: MODULARIZATION:

•

Modular optimization
Playbook recommendation: “The method currently mandates individual tallies, item-level fouling
assessments, and item-level hazard assessments.”
USEPA response: “We still ask for individual tallies on items collected but we have greatly
streamlined the data card so it is less time consuming for users. Threat assessment has been entirely
omitted from the data card and assessing level of degradation/fouling is much simpler than previous
versions (i.e. users now must notify if an item is degraded and/or fouled through a simple yes or
no).”

•

Characterization tailored to specific habitats
Playbook recommendation: “Protocols should be specified, specific to riverine applications.”
USEPA response: “ETAP is meant to be applicable to a wide variety of habitat types instead of just
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riverine ecosystems. However, in order to accommodate for this, we have added a parenthetical in the
ETAP Field Summary Sheet to encourage users to include more specifics on overall site boundaries,
including consideration of bankfull width.”
•

Management question and monitoring question focus
Playbook recommendation: “Depending on the nature of the management and monitoring question,
the method can be tuned to omit burdensome elements.”
USEPA response: “{See response to ‘modular optimization’ suggestion above}. Removing the threat
assessment section and simplifying the degradation/fouling section will lessen burden without greatly
impacting a user’s ability to address a range of management questions.”
Playbook recommendation: “Therefore, we do recommend volume measurements, particularly when
heavy fouling and inundation are likely.”
USEPA response: “We now ask for a volume measurement on the ETAP Field Summary Sheet, with
weight as an additional extra option. We will add a quick note in the reference manual about how users
can quantify volume as easily as possible (i.e. how full is your 5-gallon bucket or 55-gallon bag).”

•

Data card updates
Playbook recommendation: “Changes that facilitate application of ETAP to different habitats or with
varying levels of intensity should be reflected in the data cards associated with the method.
USEPA response: “{See response to ‘modular optimization’ suggestion above}. The streamlined data
card reduces the level of intensity required without having to confuse users with differing datacards
or specifying between optional and required elements. In addition, users are encouraged to modify the
data card according to their specific interests with rows like “Other Glass” and “{Write in}.” Even if less
specificity is given to tallying each individual item, characterization of material type remains the same.”

RECOMMENDATION #2: QUALITY CONTROL
•

QA/QC variability
Playbook recommendation: “The QA/QC, further enhanced to meet U.S. EPA standards for this
project, should be revisited.”
USEPA response: “We recognize that there will be some level of variability in the amount of trash
collected and accurately categorized due to human error. To account for general quality assurance/
control associated with user observational capacity, we discuss the use of photos, double counting of
category tallies, and site leader training in the reference manual. We also encourage users to limit their
survey area if needed to ensure an in-depth analysis instead of embarking in an only surface-level look
across a larger area (i.e. have realistic expectations about time commitment).”
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SFEI Recommendations Not Incorporated in ETAP
RECOMMENDATION #1: MODULARIZATION
•

Extractive versus non-extractive methods
Playbook recommendation: “ETAP presumes extraction of the trash. Other methods perform rapid
visual assessments without extraction.”
USEPA response: “We still want material found in the survey area to be collected and properly
disposed of. Other than the environmental benefits of doing so, extraction can also help users
when surveying the same area over time. After legacy litter is removed, each routine cleanup and
data collection event can then be used to compare and quantify loadings since the last remediation
to better inform upstream management. In the reference manual, we recommend use of a nonextractive rapid visual assessment like the California’s On-Land Visual Trash Assessment (VTA)
protocol as a site selection tool for determining where there are large trash loads and helping
identify locations with the greatest potential for impact. ETAP can be seen as the next step to
building upon a rapid visual assessment.”

The USEPA ETAP Reference Manual and Excel Spreadsheet Tool can be found here: https://
www.epa.gov/trash-free-waters/epas-escaped-trash-assessment-protocol-etap.

Appendix B
Appendix B describes a new protocol for monitoring tobacco product waste (TPW). This new protocol,
funded by the California Tobacco Control Program within the California Department of Public Health, is
derived from the tier-based classifications developed as part of this playbook. Its features accordingly
share aspects in common with the Tier 4 - Tally Method. We encourage readers to regard the protocol
examples in Appendix A and B as two examples of the ways that methods can be fine-tuned to
management concerns while still promoting a high degree of comparability among practitioners and
among collected results.

Appendix C
Appendix C offers easy reference to the data sheets used in the course of the tiers described within the
main body of this report. We include them here for convenience. However, since small adjustments
might be effected with each field season, we do recommend consulting the sources, listed in the
references, for the authoritative versions.
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Preface
The Escaped Trash Assessment Protocol (ETAP) offers a method with a wide breadth of measurements
and includes an intensive suite of tools to survey a given landscape. It is designed to be applied to a broad
range of habitats — eg, parks, streets, parking lots, etc — and site conditions — eg, various hydrological
and climatic regimes. Its ambition is to provide a universally accessible and applicable method to trash
monitoring practitioners across the country to promote a rigorous method, backed by the U.S. EPA’s
quality assurance and an expectation of reliable comparability of results across regions. As a result
of these objectives, its applicability to different management concerns is fairly broad. Many features
it collects are salient to monitoring questions concerning the impact of trash on wildlife and human
activities, the condition of the landscape relative to trash levels, and the identification of specific forms of
trash in many different environmental conditions. The ETAP method is comprehensive and rigorous and
includes parts of the methods highlighted in this playbook.
Some of the advantages of using the ETAP method include uniformity and consistent terms of analysis,
multiple measures of status and load, broad reach and interregional compatibility, hazard assessment,
and item-based condition/aging assessments. Practitioners who use the ETAP method for their
assessments enjoy knowing that the assessments they perform can be compared to those across an
entire region and perhaps, as adoption increases, across the entire nation.
ETAP was tested at a small subset of sites with the methods included in this playbook. The project team
comparisons of ETAP with these methods gave rise to the following recommendations for the ETAP
Development Team:
•

Increased modularization of the ETAP method

•

Characterization tailored to specific habitats

•

Management question and monitoring question focus

•

Extractive versus non-extractive methods

•

Data card updates

•

Revisitation and enhancement of quality control standards

Availability of the Escaped Trash Assessment Protocol
The USEPA considered the preceding suggestions and revised its protocol accordingly, as described
beginning on Page 80. The USEPA ETAP Reference Manual and Excel Spreadsheet Tool can be found
here: https://www.epa.gov/trash-free-waters/epas-escaped-trash-assessment-protocol-etap.
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Introduction
Overview

The following document represents a chapter in the Trash Monitoring Playbook (Playbook), which will
be released in November 2020. Funded by the California Ocean Protection Council with supplemental
funding by U.S. EPA, the Playbook reflects a multiyear study, designed to validate several different
trash monitoring methods. Among them for the second field season was the Escaped Trash Assessment
Protocol, a method developed by U.S. EPA as a way to furnish a trash assessment that might be
applicable to a very broad set of habitats, across a broad range of geographies, spanning the United
States.

Background
Trash on land has recently become a focus of policy throughout the state of California. These policies include
three main areas: 1) bans; 2) total maximum daily loads (TMDLs); and 3) the Statewide Trash Amendments.
While these policies all involve reducing trash on land, they all work at distinct levels. Bans typically target
specific items such as the statewide ban on plastic bags. Local bans throughout the state include specific
items such as polystyrene and cigarettes. As mandates from regional water boards, TMDLs have been
passed across the state on many contaminants and specifically for trash in at least 15 water bodies. The
most well-known TMDL for the Los Angeles River was one of the nation’s first trash TMDLs and was
established in 2001. The goal of 100% trash load reduction for this TMDL was set to be accomplished
by September 2016. Many jurisdictions have reached this using full trash capture devices or alternative
institutional controls such as street sweeping, education, etc. The Statewide Trash Amendments take the
TMDLs to a broader level, as jurisdictions throughout the state now must either install full trash capture
devices (Track 1) or partial capture devices and institutional controls (Track 2). For those opting for Track 2,
monitoring is required to ensure they are attaining results comparable to Track 1 areas.
Parallel to these regulatory and legislated actions are community-based organizations motivated to
monitor and often remediate areas impacted by trash. These organizations often serve missions of
environmental stewardship, community engagement, municipal beautification, economic development,
recreational opportunity, or any combination of the above. Trash monitoring practitioners ranging from
weekend volunteers to vocational professionals commit significant time to measuring the load, status,
sources, and impacts of trash in various habitats across California.
In April of 2017, stakeholders involved in ensuring the health of our environments through the control
of escaped trash, met in Oakland, California to discuss recent trash policies, assess monitoring their
effectiveness, and share their concerns regarding ongoing and future monitoring assessments. What
came out of the meeting was a recommendation for a study to determine methods to assess trash in
rivers and streams that could be used to provide information on both temporal and spatial scales. This
document represents the testing of methods to assess trash in rivers and streams, to determine the
management and scientific questions these methods can assess for and the resources needed, as well as
the strengths and weaknesses of these methods for repeatability and accuracy.
Multiple agencies across California have developed standardized methodologies for monitoring trash in
the environment. As municipalities and water-quality regulatory agencies have implemented programs
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and policies to more effectively manage and control trash loading to storm drain conveyances, there has
been increased interest in using these methods to quantify the effectiveness of management actions. To
create a foundation for developing a consistent, standardized approach to trash monitoring statewide,
this project assessed the accuracy, repeatability, and efficiency of these standardized trash monitoring
methodologies already in use, as well as investigated a new, innovative method. Methods developed by
the Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association (BASMAA) for use in the San Francisco Bay
Area were compared to methods developed by the Southern California Stormwater Monitoring Coalition
(SMC) for use in coastal southern California. These methods were selected for their broad influence in
their respective regions, on the one hand, and their divergent approaches to trash monitoring, on the
other. One of the chief goals of this project was to understand the similarities and differences between the
already existing methods for detecting, quantifying, and characterizing trash in selected environments.
The findings of this project will be used to inform a statewide effort to develop rigorous, monitoring
methods to support the State Water Board’s Trash Amendments, which over the next couple of decades
will require all California dischargers in high trash generation areas to either install full-capture devices
at storm drain inlets or develop a plans to capture or reduce the amount of escaped trash at equivalent
rates. This report specifically details three established methods and one novel method. This Handbook of
trash monitoring methodologies can be used by practitioners to determine the best method to use based
on their specific management questions, the amount of resources they have, and the given method’s
performance compared to others.

Figure 1: Trash monitoring practitioners from SFEI take site measurements in Acadia Ditch, Fairfield.
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Project Context
Regulatory / Mandate Criteria
The Statewide Trash Amendments give jurisdictions the option of choosing Track 1 (full
capture devices) or Track 2 (partial capture devices and institutional controls) for reducing
trash. Those opting for Track 2 must develop and implement a set of monitoring objectives
that demonstrate effectiveness of the selected combination of controls and compliance
with full capture system equivalency. This monitoring must indicate compliance
comparable to Track 1.

Problem(s) to Address
While sampling is taking place in receiving waters (BASMAA 2017; Moore et al. 2016),
there are no accepted standardized methods to address the effectiveness of Track 1
and Track 2 trash controls within the system. In addition, methods that can provide
both spatial and temporal comparisons in a variety of habitats are needed. There is
a demonstrated need for method options based on a variety of factors, such as the
monitoring question posed, method bias, repeatability, practicality, and available
resources.

Purpose of Testing
Several different monitoring methods have emerged within the context of various
programs throughout the state. The methods either address the same management
questions using different approaches, or different management questions altogether.
Four already established methods were tested for this project. These include methods
developed by the Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association (BASMAA)
in the San Francisco Bay Area, the Stormwater Monitoring Coalition (SMC) in Southern
California, and the U.S. EPA. Taken together, these methods offer useful contrasts in
approaches, including different regional influences, different regulatory approaches, and
different habitats.
This project conducted field testing of the methods to assess comparability in three main
respects:
•

To what extent are the methods cross-comparable in the outputs they yield?

•

To what extent do the methods represent accurate measures of trash in the
environment?

•

To what extent is each method internally consistent to yield similar results by
different practitioners?

This project also evaluated the practicality and applicability of novel monitoring
approaches, including the use of unoccupied aerial systems (UAS) and machine learning
algorithms to aid with the detection, quantification, and characterization of trash in
selected environments. The project assessed the utility of these methods in the context of
existing monitoring approaches.
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Validation of Current Methods
Chief among the objectives of the field testing were to validate the methods as performed by the
BASMAA and SMC practitioners. The methods were validated in terms of their precision (repeatability)
and accuracy (bias), as well as evaluating the amount of resources needed (Table 1). Precision measures
the amount of variation in results among practitioners of the same method or using the same instrument,
whereas accuracy measures the degree to which a practitioner’s results vary from whatever is
determined to be the “true” value.
Both factors are critically important to measure when establishing meaningful, practical standards. A
summary of the comparison matrix used for this study indicates all of the parameters looked at, as well as
what types of monitoring questions might be answered by each method (Table 1).
Table 1. Comparison matrix for tested methods.

METHOD
A
B
C
D

MONITORING
QUESTIONS

ACCURACY

REPEATABILITY

RESOURCES
$$$$$
$$$
$$
$

Monitoring Questions
The type of monitoring questions answered by each method will determine the method to be used by a
given stakeholder. Some may be interested in only assessing the general condition of the site based on a
subjective view of the amounts of trash present, while others may want more specific information relative
to the amount of space (volume) that is occupied by the trash or the number of specific items, such as
cigarettes or plastic bags found in the environment. Understanding the management question is essential
to determining the monitoring questions.

Accuracy / Bias
Accuracy of the methods were measured by comparing survey results to the trash that was extracted
from the assessment area. Extraction is the operative measure of truth. The team used both tally and
volumetric measures to assess the amount of trash.

Precision / Repeatability
Precision of the available methods was determined by conducting multiple assessments of the same
site, under the same conditions, using the equivalent instruments, with different teams. The amount of
variability among the results is inversely proportional to the degree of precision.

Resources
Resources are often a limiting factor in performing assessments. One of the most mentioned issues
when talking about trash assessments is the amount of time it takes to do an assessment. This project
measured the times needed to do each assessment to provide estimates of how long a particular
assessment would take.
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Testing Practices

The team conducted tests across two field seasons (summer 2018 and summer 2019), leveraging labor
resources within the project teams at SFEI and SCCWRP, as we as members from partner organizations
SMC and BASMAA, supplemented by trained volunteers as well.

Coordination with Other Projects
To assess methods for trash assessments in California, the Project Team reached out to others already
performing trash assessments. Both the Bay Area Stormwater Management Agency Association and
the Southern California Stormwater Monitoring Coalition were already performing two different types
of assessments in their own regions. Additionally, the U.S. EPA has developed a method similar to a
synthesis of the SMC and BASMAA methods. This method, known as the Escaped Trash Assessment
Protocol (ETAP), has not been finalized and changes are still being made to refine it. Below is a brief
description of each agency and their trash methodologies.
Bay Area Stormwater Management Agency Association
The Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association is a non-profit organization made up
of municipal stormwater programs in the San Francisco Bay Area. Their purpose is to coordinate and
facilitate regional activities for the municipal stormwater programs, focusing on regional challenges
and collaborative opportunities to meet stormwater program requirements. In 2017 they developed the
Receiving Water Trash Monitoring Program Plan for the San Francisco Bay Region through collaboration
with regional stakeholders and scientific peer reviewers. Most recently they have been developing a
report on the San Francisco Bay Area Receiving Water Trash Monitoring: Pilot-Testing of Qualitative
and Quantitative Monitoring and Assessment Protocols. Methods used by BASMAA to assess trash
conditions are included in this report. Those methods include both Qualitative and Quantitative
assessments through assessing trash levels visually and volumetrically. Additionally, estimates of source
are provided as part of their volumetric assessment of trash. Their methods have been used in the
assessment of methods included in this report.
Southern California Stormwater Monitoring Coalition
The Southern California Stormwater Monitoring Coalition (SMC) was formed in 2001 by a cooperative
agreement between stormwater agencies in Southern California. Their goal through this collaborative
effort and sharing of resources is to develop the technical information necessary to better understand
stormwater mechanisms and impacts and the tools that will effectively and efficiently improve
stormwater decision-making. The SMC develops and funds cooperative projects to improve the
knowledge of stormwater quality management and reports on the progress of those projects on an
annual basis. One such project is the Southern California Stream Survey, which is performed on an
annual basis to assess the condition of rivers and streams. As part of this survey, they have included trash
assessments in 2011-2013 and in 2018-2019. They performed both qualitative and quantitative surveys
as well, using the same method BASMAA used to visually assess a site. Their quantitative method is a
tally method that identifies and counts the number of trash items in a given area. Their tally method has
been used to assess methods included in this report.
U.S. EPA Escaped Trash Assessment Protocol
The Escaped Trash Assessment Protocol (ETAP) was created by the Trash Free Waters Program (TFW)
of the United States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA). TFW works to reduce the amount of
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trash entering our waterways. Their goal is to develop a universal trash assessment method, applicable to
all environments, that assesses trash that escapes the collection systems and ends up in waterways via
transport mechanisms such as wind, storm drains, and improper disposal. Ultimately, they are looking to
identify sources and implement effective prevention strategies in order to reduce the input of trash into
our inland waters and the ocean. Their method not only counts items within an assessment area, but also
assesses each item for hazard potential. This project assessed a subset of sites during our second field
testing season to test this method and compare it to the primary methods assessed in this study.

Conceptual Approach
All four methods selected for testing were performed at receiving water sites in both Northern and
Southern California to compare results. To leverage existing monitoring efforts, the Bay Area Stormwater
Management Agencies Association (BASMAA) and the Southern California Stormwater Monitoring
Coalition (SMC) agreed to perform the project’s testing methods while they were
completing field work using their existing monitoring methods. As a result,
the full suite of methods were tested on a subset of the sites assessed by
the SMC and BASMAA for this project. Both groups conducted trash
surveys in both field seasons at sites starting in late spring/early
summer and finished in early fall in 2018 and 2019. While both
groups performed visual surveys, each group performed
only their own assessment methods. In other words, the
Bay Area Stormwater monitoring agencies performed
volumetric assessments, and the Southern California
Stormwater monitoring agencies performed counts
of trash items, as per their respective methodological
approaches. Meanwhile, SCCWRP and SFEI project
teams joined the BASMAA and SMC teams in the
field at a subset of sites and performed additional
surveys to ensure all assessment methods were
performed at those sites, including the UAS method
to produce imagery to assess trash loads remotely.
At sample sites where BASMAA and the SMC did not
perform their methods, the sampling team utilized
the BASMAA (BASMAA 2017) and the SMC trash
monitoring protocols.

Trash, San Francisco Bay area (SFEI)

For all methods other than the UAS-based assessments, the
teams consisted of a minimum of a pair of trained assessors.
One performed the trash detection work while the other served
as a scribe, recording notes of the assessment. When appropriate,
the two assessors conferred to compare their judgment and arrive at a
consensus.
For the UAS-based assessments, the team consisted of a pilot and a spotter, as per the
FAA rules and recommendations.
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ETAP Method Validation
The Escaped Trash Assessment Protocol (ETAP) offers a method with a wide breadth of
measurements and an intensive review of a given landscape. It is designed to be applied
to a broad range of habitats — eg, parks, streets, parking lots, etc — and site conditions
— eg, various hydrological and climatic regimes. Its ambition is to provide a universally
accessible and applicable method to trash monitoring practitioners across the country to
promote a rigorous method, backed by U.S. EPA’s quality assurance and an expectation
of reliable comparability of results across regions. As a result of these objectives, its
applicability to different management concerns is fairly broad. Many features it collects
are salient to monitoring questions concerning the impact of trash on wildlife and human
activities, the condition of the landscape relative to trash levels, and the identification of
specific forms of trash in many different environmental conditions. However, for what
it gains in comprehensiveness and rigor, it loses in difficulty of execution, is somewhat
burdensome in detail, requiring large labor resources.
Because the protocol is not fine-tuned to a particular management or monitoring
question, a great deal of data collection and quality control labor is expended on gathering
information that might not be valuable or salient to a particular stakeholder community,
whether those stakeholders represent public agencies, volunteer-based community
groups, or paid trash collecting contractors (this assessment was made prior to the
revisions made to the final version of ETAP which made data collection less effort and
resource-intensive). Given the ubiquity of trash in many environments and limited
resources to monitor this visible pollutant, practical measures that account for limited
labor and finite monetary resources must inform method selection.
Nevertheless, many practitioners may find ETAP particularly appealing for its broad set of
attributes, ranging from site characterization to individual item tallies to measurements of
trash by mass (weight).
The following method validation presumes its continued use across the country and
advises on ways to enhance it for broader and easier applicability to riverine conditions, in
particular, with potential applications to habitats beyond the riverine.
Accordingly, we in the Project Team offer an assessment of the method vis-a-vis available
alternatives and suggest ways that the method might be reasonably revised to be more
practical and directly relevant to riverine monitoring, and less burdensome to conduct.

Key Advantages and Value Proposition
•

Uniformity and consistent terms of analysis

•

Multiple measures of status and load

•

Broad reach and interregional comparability

•

Hazard assessment

•

Item-based condition/aging assessments
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As with any trash monitoring method designed for a broad audience of practitioners, there are tradeoffs between rigor and practicality. Among available methods the ETAP method hones the far end of
the spectrum towards the greatest rigor. What marks this distinction is its adherence to a high degree
of quality assurance according to a traditional QAPP (Quality Assurance Program Plan), its attention to
individual item and collective assessments, its hazard assessments on an item-by-item basis, and its
aging assessments on a per-item basis. This broad range of measurements offers a thorough view of
trash on an assessment site.
First, we begin by identifying the advantages associated with the ETAP method.

Figure 2. Monitoring practitioners discuss the condition of an ETAP assessment site near Verde Elementary School in San Pablo, California.
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Uniformity and consistent terms of analysis
Practitioners who use the ETAP method for their assessments enjoy knowing that the assessments they
perform can be compared to those across an entire region and perhaps, as adoption increases, across the
entire nation. Whether it is practiced in the Pacific Northwest, the Gulf Coast, or Rocky Mountains, the
ETAP method enjoys a consistency of execution and analysis that can be salient to different management
questions and contexts, particularly when broad scales of comparison are desired.

Multiple measures of status and load
ETAP offers multiple ways to measure status (condition of the landscape) and load (the amount of trash
present in an assessment area). Borrowing from California’s Rapid Trash Assessment, ETAP classifies
the landscape according to a 4-point scale.1 This condition assessment seeks to classify the entire
assessment area according to its average level of trashiness. This results in a coarse visual measurement
that can be useful in identifying hot spots, demonstrating patterns of persistent trashiness or signs of
improvement. In turn, these rapid assessments can be compared to the more detailed measurements
provided by the per-item tallies. The item tallies in ETAP furnish a validation check against the visual
assessments. Because the items are individually tallied and measured according to weathering and
hazard, the practitioner has a highly detailed view of the trash in the landscape. This latter provides a
measure of the load (amount of trash) bound for receiving waters, if not otherwise intercepted.

Broad reach and interregional comparability
As a protocol developed by the U.S. EPA, ETAP has a very broad reach. Practitioners can adopt this
method, knowing that others around the United States may have familiarity with it, and indeed might be
interested in exchanging data for purposes of comparison and understanding comparative trash loads
and conditions. Intercalibration exercises can further refine the guidance associated with the method to
ensure even greater comparability across regions.
When associated with national programs with interstate reach, ETAP’s reach could afford uniform
approaches and uniform levels of rigor.

Hazard assessment
Integrated within ETAP is a hazard assessment, which is a distinguishing feature of the method. This is
uncommon among trash monitoring methods.
The assessment facilitates the recording of sharps, smothering, pest habitat, toxicity, and potentially
additional hazards presented by various forms of trash. This reflects U.S. EPA’s mandate to identify and
mitigate hazards to water quality and wildlife, wherever and whenever such hazards can be identified.
ETAP is consistent with an effort to identify and quantify the number of threats to water quality and
wildlife.

Item-based condition/aging assessments
When assessing sites for trash, especially when only infrequent assessments are performed, it might
be important to determine how long the identified trash is resident in the environment. ETAP features
1
Since 2016, this scale has been revised in California, through BASMAA’s efforts, to become a 12-point scale. That
12-point scale has been applied to riverine condition scores. This helps to refine some of the distinctions, particularly in the midscale, and allows practitioners to identify the differences among sites more precisely.
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an item condition assessment with the goal of tracking residence times by the level of degradation of
individual items. While not wholly unique among trash monitoring methods, this is a feature that can
potentially inform effectiveness of management actions at a very granular level of material refinement,
being associated with each individual collected item.

Key Challenges/Issues
•

Efficiency

•

Geospatial detail

•

Revisions for tally categories

•

Hazard assessments

•

Item-level condition assessments

•

Mass versus volume

•

Quality control procedures

While ETAP offers these features, they do come at a cost to efficiency, practicality, and cost (time/labor
funds). Nevertheless, ETAP remains useful. Bearing in mind that many of its challenges can be overcome
through revision and care to mind the pitfalls, we detail several of the limitations the team encountered
when deploying the method in riverine habitats.
The USEPA recognized these challenges and later modified the ETAP tool to improve efficiency and
practicality. The above assessment does not reflect those improvements.

Efficiency
Despite some advantages, in comparison to the other methods tested, ETAP is the most timeconsuming. It requires roughly three times the time to complete as the SMC method and five times
longer than the BASMAA method. To manage our time effectively, the testing team restricted the spatial
range for ETAP to one-third the extent as the SMC and BASMAA methods. This reduced assessment size
in turn resulted in an execution time that was roughly equivalent to the SMC method.
ETAP’s method leads to a very time-consuming assessment process due to its rigor and multiple forms
of measurement. Therefore, when performed by a team with competing commitments and priorities, it
must be deployed across a smaller geography to make it completable. Our teams subsetted an overall
survey area to make performing of ETAP more practical. Otherwise, the time spent would have exceeded
our allowance. Figure 3 (on following page) illustrates the range that the SMC method could complete as
compared to ETAP, in roughly the same duration. (BASMAA, being designed for faster execution, could
be executed even faster than SMC, by a factor of two, on average.) The extra time spent on an ETAP
assessment, being on average three times greater than a conventional SMC Tally, is attributable to the
additional quality control, individual item condition assessments, and mass measurements.
The method performs a broad range of analyses on trash, both at the macroscopic, landscape view and
the individual item view. As such, it can address a broad portfolio of management questions related to
load, status, aging, impact, and potentially source and pathways. However, this comprehensive approach
comes at an exchange of efficiency.
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Figure 3. Orthorectified mosaic of Acacia Ditch in Fairfield, showing the relative length of ETAP assessment versus the BASMAA and SMC
assessments.

In the end, monitoring narrower geography can result in an incomplete picture of the
variability of trash across the landscape. A more rigorous method, therefore, does not
always translate into “better,” “stronger,” or more useful data.
The condition assessment embedded in ETAP is derived from the Rapid Trash Assessment
(RTA) protocol. As such, it has an association with rapid assessments across broad
expansive geographies to detect hotspots for remediation. However, being embedded
within a multipurpose protocol such as ETAP enervates its purpose as a rapid protocol.
Therefore, it becomes redundant and arguably superseded by the mandatory, detailed
analysis.

Geospatial detail
Site characterization is key to all of the methods validated in our study. Key to site
characterization is geospatial detail. ETAP offers guidance in recording geospatial records
that apply to many two-dimensional landscapes — such as parks, streets, and parking
lots — but fail to apply to riverine channels in most respects. This is largely because the
guidance is deliberately universal and designed with the presumption of applicability
to all landscapes. Rivers, creeks, and streams have dynamics associated with the often
swift movement of water: a thalweg, a measurement of bankfull width, and a certain
amount of incision that defines not only how water moves through the environment,
but can also predict where and how trash might gather. Accordingly, ETAP’s geospatial
characterization only partially captures the multi-dimensionality and dynamics of a
riverine system.
Furthermore, the lack of guidance for assessment practitioners in riverine assessments
will result in variability that will undermine comparable, aggregatable results. The
geometry of a river demands careful measurements. Otherwise, the recorded spatial
range would vary among practitioners who might otherwise interpret the spatial range
differently. The BASMAA and SMC methods carefully prescribe the boundaries for
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assessments. In contrast, ETAP leaves this judgment of site boundaries to practitioners. As
a result, ETAP will not be able to compare similar riverine systems to others assessed by
different teams. Left to chance, the included and excluded features will vary too much.
Furthermore, it is important to achieve interoperable geospatial measurements since most
trash assessments — even those tracking landscape condition — can be reduced to trash
density measurements, but only if the geospatial measurements are comparable. These
density measurements can be particularly important since density and concentration are
used broadly in water quality assessments and accordingly offer the greatest degree of
transportability across the region and nation.

Revisions for tally categories
Tallies can be very effective to identify the type of objects that have escaped capture.
Management concerns can often focus on particular objects such as plastic straws, plastic
bags, expanded polystyrene foam, etc. To be more effective, however, the tally categories,
particularly those pertaining to partial objects, should be revisited and revised with the
following identified issues in mind.
Food wrappers and snack bags counts
The protocol makes an effort to count plastic and foam fragments, but only when the
original form of the item is indeterminate. Fragments from food wrappers — e.g., a torn
corner — would seem to be counted as a single food wrapper. Overestimating the total
number of wrappers looks to be the likely outcome of this form of counting, since we
have encountered many fragmentary wrappers. An alternative would be to count them as
fragments.
Inadvertent fragmentation
As items are transported from the site or merely displaced from their original location
during collection, they often break into smaller fragments. Sometimes, for instance, a
plastic tarp will fall apart as it is collected. How these fragments should be counted is an
open question, particularly since the act of collection might produce higher counts.
Furthermore, if we call the fragments a single item (because we are aware of the results of
our action), then the QA recount might not derive the same number (being unaware of this
special circumstance).
Glass fragmentation counts
Under Plastic and Foam, we have special collective tallies for fragments. In those cases,
where there are more than 100 pieces, you would use a measuring cup to provide the
amount (i.e., 1 cup). However, the data sheet also mentions that 1 tally equals 1 cup
full of material. For the same item, the unit measurement can change. This makes
comparisons difficult. Furthermore, on the entry sheet, for glass, which is heavily subject
to fragmentation as well, there is no explicit collective tally — rather, it is to be counted
under “Other glass.”
We are not clear on these distinctions in practice.
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Nomenclature anomaly
“Automotive: Tires” accounts for all vehicle tires. It might be prudent not to preface it with
“automotive,” to avoid confusion over where bicycle tires should appear.

Hazard assessments
As a distinguishing feature of the protocol, item-level hazard assessments are unique
among assessment methods. Part of the reason for this distinction is that such
assessments are, at once, difficult and time-consuming to perform, and also imprecise,
since different practitioners might interpret the threats posed by individual objects
differently. The testing team recommended that hazard assessments should be values
derived from the objects to ensure the maximum degree of repeatability among
practitioners. Furthermore, it will help to disambiguate issues associated with aging of
objects. For instance, a glass bottle is either a current sharp hazard or a future sharp
hazard. Either way, it is a sharp hazard, and this information can be derived from the
data, without input from the practitioner. Likewise, plastic bags are a smothering hazard,
by virtue of their physical characteristics. Whether or not they are currently smothering
plants is not fundamentally material to the hazard assessment.
The protocol is likely to be revised to reflect this feedback.

Item-level condition assessments
ETAP also tallies each item according to its fouling status. This helps to determine the
residence time in a given environment. However, in riverine systems, this characterization
is very difficult to perform, since each item is often readily engulfed in sediment and
worn by the movement of water. As a result, everything is likely “partially fouled” or
“heavily fouled.” But between these two categories, there can be much disagreement
among practitioners. Our team came across these disagreements frequently. Because the
classification of objects relies on this item-level condition assessment, much of the sorting
complications center on characterizing the level of fouling and arriving at consensus. It
is accordingly unclear as to how important this time-consuming sorting would be in the
context of the riverine environment.
Accordingly, this form of sorting might not be worth the time and effort, particularly in
riverine habitats. Or perhaps it can be optionally deployed as a special “module” in areas
whether this information is particularly important.

Mass versus volume
Some methods prioritize mass over volume measurements. In riverine conditions, our
experience bears out the high variability of weighing items in wetted creek systems. After
all, wet objects are significantly heavier than dry ones. Dirty ones are heavier than clean
ones. When weighing such objects, the method is often measuring the amount of water or
dirt captured by the objects, rather than the weight of the objects themselves.
Since much of the method focuses on hazards and impacts, we presume that measuring
the object itself, rather than the object and what it accrues from the environment,
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should be paramount. However, measurements of mass capture both the object and its
interactions with water and sediment.
Mass is often an important measurement when waste management concerns, rather than
environmental impact, is the metric sought. Waste management often prioritizes mass,
since its primary form of impact measurements are associated with weights. However,
when considering plastics and other lightweight composite materials that often exert
negative effects on habitats — whether aesthetic, economic, recreational, or biological
— their mass is often nearly inconsequential, whereas their volume, when collected and
aggregated by monitoring practitioners, can be more substantial. Moreover, the volume of
trash is not as frequently mutable, especially when coupled with guidelines on compacting
collected trash.
Accordingly, volume has been adopted by BASMAA and SMC for these reasons.

Quality control procedures
Re-counting in the quality assurance standard operating procedures
The recounting QA measure (QAPP: 1.5 Data Quality Objectives) is bound to produce
mismatches, particularly in characterizing the level of fouling, which introduces a degree
of observational subjectivity. Furthermore, any mismatched recounting of the fouling level
does not necessarily change the amount of plastic bottles recorded, for instance, or the
numbers of glass fragments. Rather, it might reflect interpretations of levels of gradation
that are not of deep consequence.
To manage these small discrepancies, we are proposing to revise the QA associated with
the selected double-counting, such that a 20% difference threshold must be crossed
before the QAO (Quality Assurance Officer) must intervene to reconcile differences.
On a related matter, to perform an initial count, the items are sorted and categorized
according to material, item type, and fouling level. As per the protocol, it is unclear
whether the four item categories should be randomized and then resorted prior to the
recount by a second team.
Recycling vs Trash vs Compost Weights
The protocol calls for weighing recyclable materials and then separately weighing trash.
(It also calls for weighing compost, but we do not customarily remove compostables from
rivers/creeks/streams.) There are several concerns raised with respect to recyclables.
Items are not recyclable once they are encrusted with dirt. Natural riverine conditions
frequently lead to heavily soiled objects. And often, cleaning the trash is neither practical
nor efficient. Therefore, items that are plastic, glass, metal, or paper must often be
tossed in the trash. Whether we should weigh them as trash or recyclable is a question/
concern since the material’s qualifications as recyclable are circumstantial. It would be
good to understand whether the data relates to the material or the actual fate of the
collected objects.
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Furthermore, containers that are filled with dried mud weigh many times their original weight. How we
should account for the difference between the weight of an empty beer can and one filled with hard mud,
for instance, is potentially important.
The distinction between recycling, trash, and compostables should be clarified in future versions of ETAP.

Figure 4. Trash monitoring practitioners near Verde Elementary School in San Pablo, Calif.
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Suitability to Management Questions
The information collected by ETAP is of critical importance to a wide range of management and
monitoring questions. In fact, the field testing team used ETAP data to help validate information derived
from aerial imagery, featured elsewhere in this report. Its level of detail can help to identify objects at a
highly granular level.
The team prepared a matrix (Table 2) to reflect the relationships among ETAP and types of monitoring
questions. Most commonly, trash monitoring questions focus on either impacts (hazard assessments,
economic impacts, etc), condition (qualitative levels of trashiness), load (quantitative measures of trash
levels), sources (identification of manufacturers, points of use, or other origins of trash), or pathways
(identification of the modes of conveyance for trash to present locations).
When examining table 2, the reader will note that the resources are four dollar signs out of five. This is
to indicate the high level of effort expended to perform ETAP. Moreover, this cost is uniform across all
management questions because ETAP affords few modifications for optimization to suit varying questions
or landscape conditions. We do recommend modularization to help optimize ETAP for various conditions,
both geophysical and purpose-driven.
ETAP would benefit from scaling the level of effort to the details demanded by the associated
management questions, all while maintaining a basic minimum standard for site characterization and
geospatial records to afford maximum comparability.
Nevertheless, despite these limitations, we note that the load measurements, whether of mass or counts,
bears a medium-high level of accuracy and precision. This is very promising. What mitigates its precision
is some of the handling of fragmentation and recounting, which by its repeated handling, can result in
variation in counts. Moreover, the drying of objects over time can lead to changes in weights.
The impact precision is noted as medium-low to reflect the complications related to hazard assessments
and the aging/fouling of objects in riverine systems, as described above.
Table 2. Comparison matrix for tested methods: ETAP.

METHOD

MONITORING
QUESTIONS

ACCURACY

PRECISION

RESOURCES

ETAP

Impact

Med-Low

Med-Low

$$$$

ETAP

Condition

Med

Med

$$$$

ETAP

Load

Med-High

Med-High

$$$$

ETAP

Sources

Med

Med

$$$$

ETAP

Pathways

Low

Low

$$$$
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Suggestions for Revision
The USEPA considered the following recommendations and revised its protocol
accordingly, as described beginning on Page 80 of the present document.
Recognizing the distinct advantages of ETAP noted above, the team offers the following
recommendations for revision to the method.

Modularization
Overall, the ETAP development team might pursue effective modularization of the
protocol to optimize it to various habitats and types of management questions. This
might help to reduce cost and make it more accessible to community-based groups while
leading to its broader adoption. Practicality and cost are large factors mitigating broader
trash monitoring, so the modular optimization of ETAP might lead the way for the
community’s broader monitoring efforts.
As our team experienced, the trade-off in the level of effort and time expended will yield
the monitoring of a broader geography. This is a balance worth considering.
For instance, the method currently mandates individual tallies, item-level fouling
assessments, and item-level hazard assessments. The more detailed fouling assessments
might be deployed optionally when aging of the trash is paramount. However, for standard
monitoring procedures, aging might be skipped in favor of monitoring broader geographies.
Characterization tailored to speci ic habitats
As noted above, the team’s characterization of the riverine environment was somewhat
deficient, particularly along geospatial characteristics. Characterizing a riverine system in
terms of the special characteristics associated with creeks, streams, and rivers would
include the identification of stormwater outfalls and nearby homeless encampments.
Furthermore, the carefully tailored site geometry facilitates the consideration of bankfull
width, as per commonly practiced methods. The ETAP development team might also consider
whether to follow the profile of the geomorphology or whether to draw a straight line across.
In either case, these protocols should be specified, specific to riverine applications.
Management question and monitoring question focus
Depending on the nature of the management and monitoring question, the method can be
tuned to omit burdensome elements. If the monitoring question is focused on status and
load, for instance, then tallying and aging can be omitted. ETAP would not offer anything
greater than the SMC method in that case. Furthermore, the categories associated with
the SMC method might offer a balance of clarity and precision.
By contrast, if the management and monitoring questions are focused on item-level
characterization (source, bans, etc), then tallying would be retained. The measuring of
mass by material type might also be performed, but in a riverine system, measuring
by volume greatly reduces variability, due to inundation and fouling by sedimentation.
Therefore, we do recommend volume measurements, particularly when heavy fouling and
inundation are likely.
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Extractive versus non-extractive methods
ETAP presumes extraction of the trash. Other methods perform rapid visual assessments
without extraction. The latter allows for rapid assessments without a
commitment to material handling. This more radical optimization
might not be commensurate with ETAP as currently
designed, but making ETAP compatible with
non-extractive methods might be worth
consideration to ensure cross-site
comparisons.
Data card updates
Changes that facilitate application
of ETAP to different habitats
or with varying levels of
intensity should be reflected
in the data cards associated
with the method. Clear
presentation of the
modules — mandatory
and optional — can
be achieved most
effectively by conveying
such elements in the
data cards.

Quality Control
The QA/QC, further
enhanced to meet U. S.
EPA standards for this
project, should be revisited.
The stringent terms for
counting generally exceed
a reasonable practitioner’s
observational capacity. In other
words, in highly trashy areas, there
is bound to be some level of variability,
even within the same team of practitioners,
let alone among disassociated groups. The
QA/QC should account for a specified range of
variability.

Trash, San Francisco Bay area (SFEI)

This concession will help to ensure that ETAP can be practiced
under a broad range of conditions by a broad number of practitioners.
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Preface
Trash has become a focus of management activities in the last decade; however, much of the
focus has been on large items that are aesthetically displeasing on the streets and in recreational
areas, such as beaches. No specific waste management regulations are in place for Tobacco
Product Waste (TPW). However, in California, the State Water Resources Control Board in
2015 formally adopted a series of enhancements to its guiding plans related to trash control.
Commonly known as the “trash amendments,”1 these mandates were designed to require
stricter controls on trash that escapes into the environment: our streams, creeks, rivers, and
ocean. Among the mandates included in the acts is a requirement for municipalities to install
full trash capture devices or their equivalent, which are designed to intercept trash larger than
5mm. Cigarette butts and other forms of TPW would clearly be included in these mandates to
be captured as escaped trash. Accordingly, many parties, ranging from municipalities to other
interested stakeholders, are newly motivated to quantify the amount of trash — and TPW, more
specifically — that evades capture by conventional means.
This method is an extension of the tiered method system developed for the methods included in
this document. The methods for TPW range from the easiest (Tier 1) where the TPW is simply
collecting information on the amount of TPW, making no distinctions on the type, to the most
complex (Tier 4) where information on brands of TPW are collected. This system includes
guidance on effective TPW monitoring techniques for interested agency staffers, volunteers,
community-based scientists, researchers, and environmental advocates. The practical
considerations here are similar to those for trash and are designed to inform choices in selecting
and refining monitoring methods to suit the objectives of the associated study or program.

Management and Monitoring Questions
The type of monitoring questions answered by the different tiers will determine the method to be
used by a given stakeholder. Some may be interested in only assessing the general amounts of
tobacco waste product present, while others may also want to know how much of the different
types (e.g. electronic vs traditional cigarette) are present. Others may be interested in knowing
what brands of tobacco product waste are present. Understanding the management question is
essential to determining the monitoring questions, which is essential to determining the method
used to assess the tobacco product waste. These questions are similar to the trash questions but
more specific to TPW.
Some example monitoring questions might include:
•

How much tobacco product waste is there in my neighborhood/city?

•

How does the amount of tobacco product waste I have in my neighborhood/city compare
to others?

•

Is the amount of tobacco product waste declining, staying the same, or increasing?

1State Water Resources Control Board. Statewide Water Quality Control Plans for Trash. https://www.
waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/trash_control/
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•

How much of the tobacco product waste is traditional cigarettes versus how much is
electronic cigarettes?

•

Are there any particular brands of tobacco product waste that are more prevalent than
others?

Conceptual Approach
The methods for measuring TPW differ based on the management questions answered and
the resources (mostly in time) available. There are a total of 4 Tiers (variations on the method).
Tiers 1-3 are detailed in this document and Tier 4 is mentioned and generally described here;
however, it is much more complex and is still being developed by researchers at the University of
California, San Francisco (see below for more information).
The methods for measuring TPW differ based on the management questions answered and
the resources (mostly in time) available. Tier 1 is the simplest and only measures the amount
of TPW present in a given area with no information collected on type. Tier 2 involves collecting
information on the type of TPW on a high level. For example, it lists whether an item is a
cigarette, e-cigarette, cigarette wrapper, cigarillo wrapper, etc. Tier 3 goes a step further and
identifies brands of each TPW item where possible. Ideally, the final measurement provided
would be a count by area assessed. For example, a Tier 3 measurement would be 3 Marlboro
cigarettes/m2. For Tier 2, it would be 5 cigarettes/m2 and for Tier 1, it would be 10 TPW/m2.
The importance of this type of measurement cannot be stressed enough, for without an area
to normalize the measurements, the amounts of TPW in different spatial and temporal scales
would not be comparable.
The thought here is that all information collected using Tier 3 can be compared to other Tier 3
information and can also be simplified and shared with Tier 2 and Tier 1 as well (Figure 1). Tier 2
data can be compared to other Tier 2 data and with Tier 1 data. Tier 1 data can be compared with
all other Tiers on a higher level.

Availability of the Tobacco Product Waste Method
A handbook including the details of this method and training materials are available on the San
Francisco Estuary Institute’s website.
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Setting up an
unoccupied
aerial system
(drone)
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Introduction
Overview
Trash has become a focus of water quality management activities in the last decade;
however, much of the focus has been on large items that are aesthetically displeasing
on the streets and in recreational areas, such as parks and beaches. While cigarettes
and other tobacco product waste (TPW) items are larger than the State of Californiamandated 5mm threshold for capture within our stormwater systems, many still escape
into the environment leading to potential harm.
The following document offers guidance on effective TPW monitoring techniques for
interested agency staffers, volunteers, community-based scientists, researchers, and
environmental advocates. “Monitoring,” in this context, refers to the measurement of
TPW in a given environment. Accurate and precise monitoring of the presence/absence,
categorization, or brands of TPW in a known location can in turn help to address questions
posed by interested parties and even determine the degree of impact on beneficial uses
of a resource, such as a park, beach, road, or commercial district. The following practical
considerations are designed to inform choices in selecting and refining monitoring
methods to suit the objectives of the associated study or program.

Background
Measuring TPW as accurately and precisely as possible is understandable, given
the compelling reasons for assessing the overall amount in a given environment, a
measurement that is conventionally called the environmental “load.” TPW is an especially
common contaminant. It is often found wherever people congregate – sporting venues,
bars, parks, and virtually every other gathering place. Conventionally speaking, if
you look for TPW, you will often find it. However, for most stakeholders interested in
measuring the load associated with TPW in a given space, it is not enough to settle on a
presence/absence assessment. To depict a more detailed picture of the issue, one must
characterize it in more detail. After all, one might commonly ask, “Is the load of TPW in
my neighborhood improving or degrading?” Or one might also wonder, “How does the
amount of cigarette butts in my local park compare to those across the city?” To address
these questions, we must be able to perform TPW monitoring that is accurate and precise
enough to measure change over time (regarding the former question) and facilitates
comparisons across distances and likely among different monitoring practitioners
(regarding the latter question).
The training detailed in this document sets out to provide principles and guidance
to empower TPW monitoring practitioners to conduct assessments that maximize
comparability across space and time. If assessments are durable, repeatable, and practical
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Figure 1. Left, cigarettes in a storm drain near the Cliff House, San Francisco. (Photograph by Vivian Chen, courtesy of CC
2.0) Right, TPW found in a street. (Photograph by SFEI)

(relatively inexpensive and easy to perform), then they become cost effective and can
leverage volunteer labor to good effect. Without such methods, monitoring programs,
clean-up efforts, and advocacy efforts rely on data gathered without the requisite
accuracy and precision to support scientifically valid findings.
When we assert that 4.5 trillion cigarette butts are thrown away each year, this figure is
perhaps the best available, but it is based on models, rather than a wealth of empirical
data.1 With additional, rigorously gathered data, this figure might increase or decrease
with time. The methods described below will promote such efforts to measure load and,
by extension, the associated impacts of TPW much more comprehensively than we do at
present.
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Monitoring Context
Regulatory / Mandate Criteria
No specific waste management regulations are in place for TPW. However, in California, the
State Water Resources Control Board in 2015 formally adopted a series of enhancements
to its guiding plans related to trash control. Commonly known as the “trash amendments,”1
these mandates were designed to require stricter controls on trash that escapes into the
environment: our streams, creeks, rivers, and ocean. Among the mandates included in
the acts is a requirement for municipalities to install full trash capture devices or their
equivalent, which are designed to intercept trash larger than 5mm. Cigarette butts and other
forms of TPW would clearly be included in these mandates to be captured as escaped trash.
Accordingly, many parties, ranging from municipalities to other interested stakeholders,
are newly motivated to quantify the amount of trash — and TPW, more specifically — that
evades capture by conventional means.

Important Considerations
Before embarking on monitoring, it is always important to think ahead about why you are
doing it, what information you hope to gain from it, and how you will analyze the data once
they are collected to tell a story. Here are some suggestions for things to think about as you
prepare to perform your assessments.
Management and Monitoring Questions
The type of monitoring questions answered by each method will determine the method
to be used by a given stakeholder. Some may be interested in only assessing the general
amounts of TPW present, while others may also want to know how much of the different
types (e.g. electronic vs traditional cigarette) are present. Others may be interested in
knowing what brands of TPW are present. Understanding the management question is
essential to determining the monitoring questions, which is essential to determining the
method used to assess the TPW.
Some monitoring questions might include:
•

How much TPW is there in my neighborhood/city?

•

How does the amount of TPW I have in my neighborhood/city compare to others?

•

Is the amount of TPW declining, staying the same, or increasing?

•

How much of the TPW is traditional cigarettes versus how much is electronic
cigarettes?

•

Are there any particular brands of TPW that are more prevalent than others?

1 State Water Resources Control Board. Statewide Water Quality Control Plans for Trash. https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/
programs/trash_control/
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Accuracy / Bias
Accuracy is an important measurement for any method. Here we are referring to how near
the truth a given measurement is when in the field. Knowing this can aid us in determining the
amount of variation among different assessors and/or different habitat types. As part of the
method for assessing TPW we recommend some quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC)
measurements below to ensure accuracy in the data.
Precision / Repeatability
Ensuring the method used is both precise and repeatable is key to promoting confidence
that the measurements completed by different people/groups are highly comparable.
Precision of the available methods can be determined by conducting multiple assessments
of the same site, under the same conditions, using the equivalent instruments, with different
people/teams. The amount of variability among the results is inversely proportional to the
degree of precision. We recommend multiple assessments at the same site with different
people/teams for a subset of sites – see Quality Assurance / Quality Control “QA/QC”
section below.
Resources
Resources are often a limiting factor in performing assessments. One of the most frequently
mentioned issues when talking about performing any type of waste assessment is the
amount of time it takes to conduct an assessment. Second to the amount of time is the
amount of equipment needed. For these reasons, the TPW methods listed here are meant to
allow the assessor to choose a method based on the amount of resources available.
In the end, all the factors above, management questions, accuracy, precision/repeatability
and resources, should play a part in determining the method used to assess TPW.

Conceptual Approach
The methods for measuring TPW differ based on the management questions answered
and the resources (mostly in time) available. There are a total of 4 Tiers (variations on the
method). Tiers 1-3 are detailed in this document and Tier 4 is mentioned and generally
described here; however, it is much more complex and is still being developed by researchers
at the University of California, San Francisco (see below for more information).
The methods for measuring TPW differ based on the management questions answered
and the resources (mostly in time) available. Tier 1 is the simplest and only measures
the amount of TPW present in a given area with no information collected on type. Tier 2
involves collecting information on the type of TPW on a high level. For example, it lists
whether an item is a cigarette, e-cigarette, cigarette wrapper, cigarillo wrapper, etc. Tier
3 goes a step further and identifies brands of each TPW item where possible. Ideally,
the final measurement provided would be a count by area assessed. For example, a Tier
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Figure 2. Conceptual model of Tiers for Tobacco Product Waste collection data.

3 measurement would be 3 Marlboro cigarettes/ft2. For Tier 2 it would be 5
cigarettes/ft2 and for Tier 1 it would be 10 TPW/ft2. The importance of this type
of measurement cannot be stressed enough, for without an area to normalize
the measurements, the amounts of TPW in different spatial and temporal scales
would not be comparable.
The thought here is that all information collected using Tier 3 can be compared
to other Tier 3 information and can also be simplified and shared with Tier 2 and
Tier 1 as well (Figure 2). Tier 2 data can be compared to other Tier 2 data and with
Tier 1 data. Tier 1 data can be compared with all other Tiers on a higher level.
Ideally, the final measurement provided would be a count by area assessed.
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Tobacco Product Waste Methods
Two main methods for TPW assessment are listed here. The On-The-Ground Method can be
as simplistic or complex as you want and ranges from and can involve one to many people.
The second, an aerial method, requires a minimum of two people, and involves the capture
of imagery using an UAS (unoccupied aerial system, commonly known as a “drone”) and a
machine learning algorithm to analyze the imagery for TPW. The former is ready for your
implementation, while the latter is still months away from effective operationalization.2

On-the-Ground Methods
This method is the boots on the ground method for determining the amount of TPW in each
assessment area.
Setting up the Assessment Area
Setting up the assessment area is the first step to performing this method. Consideration of
the size of the area is important and will inform the number of assessors and the amount of
time needed to do the assessment. This method is intended to allow one or many assessors
to perform the method. To achieve greater consistency that does not favor selection
bias (eg, choosing a small area with a high amount of TPW), we recommend a minimum
assessment size of 100ft2. In addition, determining the size of the assessment area is
critical to normalizing the amounts of TPW both spatially and temporally. This allows the
calculation of the amount of TPW for a given area, such as number of items per square foot
(x/ft2). To do this, the assessment area is estimated either by measuring the area with a
measuring tape or by using the assessor’s average stride distance to walk the boundaries of
the area.
To measure the assessors stride length, count the number of steps it takes to cover 10 feet.
Divide the distance (number of feet) by the number of steps you took to determine the
distance of one step. The distance in feet/number of steps = step length. For example, if it
took you 5 strides to cover 10 feet, your step length would be 2.0 feet (24 inches).

Figure 3. Illustration of pace
length measurement.

10 feet

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4
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STEP 5

To measure the area, the assessor would need to measure the different dimensions
necessary to calculate the total area assessed. The easiest way to do this would be
to make the assessment area a square or rectangle. In this case the length of the
assessment area multiplied by the width would give the total area covered. The assessor
would then walk the length and width of the rectangular assessment area, count his/her
strides, and estimate the length of each side. The area can be calculated by multiplying
the width by the length and squaring the units.

Figure 4. Determining
the assessment area
with example.

Assessment Site Information
Basic information about the timing of the assessment and the characteristics of the site
should be collected prior to initiating the TPW counts. Date and Time are important to
collect, so if the assessment site is visited again a temporal (or seasonal) comparison
can be made. Information on the location of the site, amount of foot traffic, and the time
it takes to perform the assessment are necessary to understand the probability for the
detection of TPW.

Data Sheet for Site Information
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Figure 5. Depicting an assessment area beside a roadway.

Step Length = 10ft/ 5.5 steps = 1.18 feet/step
Length = 75steps * .18 ft/step = 88.5 ft
Width = 10steps* feet/step /ft = 11.8 ft
Area of Rectangle = Length * Width = 88.5 ft * 11.8 ft = 1,044.3 ft2
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Performing the Assessment
Once you have identified and characterized the assessment area it is time to count the
TPW. Depending on the type of area you have delineated, you have some different
options for ensuring the whole area is covered and all the TPW counted. Walking a
regular pattern for the area is recommended. For a small linear area, you can use the
Linear Pattern (also called the “snowplow pattern”). Walking in the center with an equal
amount of area on either side is recommended (Figure 6). In this case, looking to both
sides as you are walking in a straight line through the center of the assessment area and
identifying the TPW as you go will suffice.
If the area is larger and requires more than one pass, then a regular pattern of walking
to cover multiple dimensions, the Lawnmower Pattern, is recommended (Figure 7). If
there are multiple people performing the assessment a similar, wider pattern, can be
used to cover the area. The goal is to make sure all of the area is covered and all of the
TPW is seen and accounted for.
Figure 6. Depiction of the Linear
Pattern with
measured area to
each side of the
assessor.

Figure 7. The Lawnmower Pattern, a
suggested regular pattern for walking an
assessment area.
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Measuring Tobacco Product Waste
Counting
Counting the TPW can be performed a couple of ways. We recommend downloading a
free smart phone application from an app store, based on your phone type. For example,
the Apple store has several free counter/tally apps for the iPhone. Simply type in the
word “counter” into the search criteria for the app store and pick an app (Figure 8). We
show as an example an app called “Counter – Tally Counter”. This app is free and gives
the user the ability to create multiple counters and to name them. Apps are available
through the Google Play app store for free as well. We do not endorse any particular
app but do endorse the use of some software application to ease the process of tallying
TPW and to ensure accurate counting. Additionally, many apps have the capability to
download data as a comma separated (.csv) file or a Microsoft Excel file (Figure 9). See
the sections on each method below for instructions on how to set up these apps based
on the type (Tier) of TPW information you will be collecting. Alternatively, you can
tally the TPW using pencil and paper. Simply mark on the data sheets provided for the
method you are using.

Figures 8 and
9. Two views
of example
apps for tallying on mobile
devices

Safety Measures When Counting TPW
TPW is hazardous. It typically harbors nicotine, in addition to heavy metals.2 Therefore,
monitoring practitioners should exercise caution when interacting with TPW
encountered in the environment. If TPW monitoring practitioners plan to touch the
TPW, it is best to assume that the harmful chemicals are present. Consistently don
chemically resistant gloves -- made from nitrile, latex, neoprene, vinyl, PVC or rubber -that conform to the ANSI/ISEA 105-2016 standard.3
2 Notes from the Field: Environmental Contamination from E-cigarette, Cigarette, Cigar, and Cannabis Products at 12 High Schools - San
Francisco Bay Area, 2018-2019. MMWR Morb Mortal Wkly Rep. 2019 Oct 11; 68(40):897-899. Mock J, Hendlin YH. PMID: 31600185.
3 International Safety Equipment Association. ANSI/ISEA 105-2016. https://safetyequipment.org/standard/ansiisea-105-2016/
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We should note that extraction for the on-the-ground methods is optional. A visual survey is
possible to perform without any requisite touching of the TPW. However, many groups will elect to
collect the TPW, either to mitigate perceived impacts, better record change over time, or simply in
accordance with custodial cleaning procedures.
Time
Something to keep in mind while sampling for TPW is the amount of time you will need to conduct
the assessment. Assessment sites should be kept to a size where it would take no longer than
20 minutes to survey the site. Many factors play into this. If you are assessing a site with a lot
of vegetation, it will take longer to assess as you may need to decrease the size of your passes in
order to assure you see all of the TPW. Vegetation can make it more difficult to see TPW under its
concealing leaves. Sites in parking lots or on sidewalks or other types of hard surfaces are easier to
assess and will typically require less time. More area can be covered, and obstructed views of the
TPW are less common.
To promote consistency among practitioners and individual assessments, we do not encourage the
probing or overturning of leaf litter and other material to search for TPW. It should be visible prior
to disturbance.
Normalizing the Data
Since the size of an assessment area is up to the assessor, we recommend normalizing the data to
the area assessed. What we mean by “normalizing the data” is devising a standardized value per
unit of area sampled. To do this, we recommend not reporting the total amount of TPW found at
a site. Instead, we recommend reporting the number of items divided by the area surveyed. This
is an important distinction that will increase the comparability of your results. By following this
approach, you will arrive at a TPW density value (count of TPW per area unit) that can be compared
to other assessments done both at different times and in different regions.
Three Variants on the Method
Here we list three variants from which to choose. The specific variant you select depends on a
couple of factors. The first factor is relative to what questions about TPW you are seeking to
address. The second factor is how much time or resources you have to perform the assessment. If
you want to have information on the particular brands of TPW you are seeing in the environment
but you only have a few minutes to perform an assessment, you might want to consider only
counting the items of TPW as a broad category. In another instance, if you do not have time as a
constraint, and you really do not need to know the brands of TPW, you may also opt to only count
TPW items as a broad category.
The flexibility in each of the Tiers presented here is that the counts can be compared at the level the
data are collected and/or any lower levels. Because the tiers reflect degrees of specificity and share
categories in common, data collected at higher, more specific tiers can be compared to lower tier
data. For example, if you collect data for Tier 3, you can use those data to compare to data in Tiers
2 and Tier 1 as well. If you collect data in Tier 2, you can compare them to data in Tier 2 and in Tier
1. However, it is important to note that the comparability is not bidirectional. Data collected at the
more general Tier 1 cannot reasonably address brand-specific questions to be addressed by the Tier
3 method.
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TIER 1: COUNTING TPW
This method is the simplest and quickest type of TPW assessment. The amount of
resources needed to perform this assessment is dependent upon the size of the area
assessed and the amount of TPW present. However, since no other information is
collected on the TPW, other than presence or absence, the amount of time needed is
considered minimal for this method. One to two people should be able to complete a
relatively small area in a reasonable amount of time.
What to Count: This method involves simply counting the TPW. Counting is based on
whether it is a tobacco product. All types of TPW are considered in the same single
category. The idea here is simply to calculate the amount of TPW in a standardized area.
The final value computed will be a number/assessment area (e.g. 10/ft2).
Tally Hash Example

Another Way to Count: The count of TPW can also be accomplished using a smart phone
application (see Counting section above for suggestions on searching for a free app). The
app can have only one category in this case and a tally can be made by simply tapping on
an area of the app to increase the increments by 1.
Additionally you can use the electronic data sheet and a tablet to enter the data (see
“Recording the Data” section below). This would require forethought in determining
the assessment site and performing the assessment, as the above methods could be
performed on the spur of the moment when in an area of interest.
Calculating the Amount per Unit Area
To calculate the amount per unit area you need two values, the measured area (ft2) and
the amount of TPW by Type. Divide the amount of TPW by Type by the amount of area
to normalize the measurement to amount of trash per 1 ft2. Using this method, you can
calculate the amount of TPW for Tier 1. Below is an example:
Tier 1 Calculation
Assessment area = 2,480 ft2
Total amount of trash = 47
Amount of trash per foot squared = 47/2480 ft2 = 0.019 pieces/ft2
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Figure 10. An
example of apps
for tallying on
mobile devices
using a single
category.

Figure 11. An
example of apps
for tallying on
mobile devices
using multiple
categories.

TIER 2: IDENTIFYING THE TYPE OF TPW
This method offers the benefit of increased classes for identifying TPW. While Tier 1 merely
quantifies the overall load of anything related to tobacco products, Tier 2 distinguishes among
the various forms of waste. It classifies the TPW according to whether it is a wrapper, box, filter,
or whole cigarette. Furthermore, it also identifies the various elements associated with electronic
cigarettes and smokeless tobacco. Because it facilitates a higher level of precision with respect
to TPW type, it is likely to take slightly longer to perform than Tier 1. However, as with Tier 1,
the amount of resources needed to perform this assessment is dependent upon the size of the
area assessed and the amount of TPW present. One to two people should be able to complete a
relatively small area in a reasonable amount of time.
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What to Count: For this Tier you will be counting the types of TPW. The first major
split in types here is in between a traditional cigarette and an e-cigarette. Under each of
those categories the split is then between the actual cigarette, its parts and any boxes or
wrappers.
Data Sheet for Tier 2
Cigarette TPW

E-Cigarette TPW

Other

Another Way to Count: As with Tier 1, the count of the type of TPW can also be
accomplished using a smart phone application (see “Counting” section above for
suggestions on how to search for a free app). The app can have multiple categories in this
case, and a tally can be made by simply tapping on an area to the right of the category
within the app to increase the increments by 1 (See Figure 11). Please note: the use of a
smartphone app does have a point of diminishing returns. According to our field testing,
after assembling more than ten or so categories on the smartphone, we found that the
scrolling becomes burdensome. If your categories are numerous, then it might be most
expeditious to use a paper data sheet.
Additionally, you can use the electronic data sheet and a tablet to enter the data (see
“Recording the Data” section below). This would require forethought in determining
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the assessment site and performing the assessment, which could serve as a practical
constraint, since the above methods could also be performed on the spur of the moment when
encountering an area of interest.
Calculating the Amount per Unit Area: To calculate the amount per unit area you need the area
and values for the amount of TPW by Type. Divide the amount of TPW of a given Type by the
amount of area to normalize the measurement to amount of trash per 1 ft2. Using this method,
you can calculate the amount of TPW for Tier 2. Below is an example:
Let us say that the assessment area was measured and was 420 ft2.
Tier 2 Calculations
Assessment area = 420 ft2
1. Cigarette TPW = 6/420 ft2 = 0.014 pieces/ft2
a. Cigarette Wrapper = 1/420 ft2 = 0.002 pieces/ft2
b. Cigarette Box = 1/420 ft2 = 0.002 pieces/ft2
c. Cigarette Filter = 1/420 ft2 = 0.002 pieces/ft2
d. Cigarette = 3/420 ft2 = 0.007 pieces/ft2
2. E-Cigarette TPW = 5/420 ft2 = 0.012 pieces/ft2
a. E-Cigarette Wrapper = 1/420 ft2 = 0.002 pieces/ft2
b. E-Cigarette Box = 1/420 ft2 = 0.002 pieces/ft2
c. E-Cigarette Pod = 1/420 ft2 = 0.002 pieces/ft2
d. E-Cigarette = 2/420 ft2 = 0.005 pieces/ft2
Tier 1 Calculation
As mentioned above, the Tiers offer opportunities for aggregation at a higher level of
summarization. To illustrate, for the same Tier 2 assessment, the calculation can be summarized
at the Tier 1 level accordingly:
•

Assessment area = 420 ft2

•

Total amount of trash = 11

•

Amount of trash per foot squared = 11/420 ft2 = 0.026 pieces/ft2
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TIER 3: BRANDING TPW
This method is the most specific method with respect to TPW classification, and accordingly the
most demanding of time and effort. Tier 3 facilitates not only the identification of types, as does Tier
2, but achieves a higher level of specificity by counting brands. As with the other tiers, the amount
of resources needed to perform this assessment is dependent upon the size of the area assessed and
the amount of TPW present. However, since it demands a higher degree of specificity, precision, and
intimacy with the studied material, the amount of time, by comparison to the two preceding tiers is
likely to be substantial.
Since weathered items often lose their identifying features, brand identification might not be
consistently achievable. Labels wear out, and print fades in sun and rain. Therefore, the hierarchy
achieved by reverting to Tier 2, when necessary, can offer value when brand identification is not
possible.
What to Count: For this Tier you will be counting the brands of TPW. The first major split in types
here is in between a traditional cigarette and an e-cigarette. Under each of those categories the split
is then between the actual cigarette, its parts and any boxes or wrappers and its brand.
For this method you will count the number of TPW by Brand Name.
Data Sheet for Tier 3
Cigarette TPW

E-Cigarette TPW

Other
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Another Way to Count: While you may use a smartphone app to various categories and
brands of TPW associated with Tier 3 assessments (see Counting section above for
suggestions on how to search for a free app), we recommend using a paper data sheet,
unless you constrain the categories and brands you will record from those actually
detected.
Additionally you can use the electronic data sheet and a tablet to enter the data (see
“Recording the Data” section below). This would require forethought in determining
the assessment site and performing the assessment, as the above methods could be
performed on the spur of the moment when in an area of interest.
Calculating the Amount per Unit Area: To calculate the amount per unit area you need
the area and values for the amount of TPW by Brand. Divide the amount of TPW of a
given Type by the amount of area to normalize the measurement to amount of trash per
squared foot. Using this method, you can calculate the amount of TPW for Tier 3. Below
is an example:
Let us say that the assessment area was measured and was = 530ft2.
Tier 3 Calculations
Assessment area = 530 ft2
1.

2.

Cigarette TPW = 13/530 ft2 = 0.025 pieces/ft2
a.

Marlboro = 2/530 ft2 = 0.004 pieces/ft2

b.

Parliament = 1/530 ft2 = 0.002 pieces/ft2

c.

Kool = 2/530 ft2 = 0.004 pieces/ft2

d.

Newport = 1/530 ft2 0.002 pieces/ft2

e.

Unknown = 2/530 ft2 = 0.004 pieces/ft2

f.

Dutch = 5/530 ft2 = 0.009 pieces/ft2

E-Cigarette TPW = 9/530 ft2 = 0.017 pieces/ft2
a.

NJoy = 2/530 ft2 = 0.004 pieces/ft2

b.

Juul = 2/530 ft2 = 0.004 pieces/ft2

c.

Blu = 1/530 ft2 = 0.002 pieces/ft2

d.

Hojo = 1/530 ft2 = 0.002 pieces/ft2

e.

Unknown = 3/530 ft2 = 0.006 pieces/ft2
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Tier 2 Calculations
As described earlier, Tier 2 assessments can be “nested” inside Tier 3 assessments. For the
assessment above, the calculation can be summarized at the Tier 2 level accordingly:
Assessment area = 530 ft2
1.

Cigarette TPW
a. Cigarette Wrapper = 9/530 ft2 = 0.017 pieces/ft2
b. Cigarette Box = 1/530 ft2 = 0.002 pieces/ft2
c. Cigarette Filter = 1/530 ft2 = 0.002 pieces/ft2
d. Cigarette = 2/530 ft2 = 0.004 pieces/ft2

2. E-Cigarette TPW
a. E-Cigarette Wrapper = 1/530 ft2 = 0.002 pieces/ft2
b. E-Cigarette Box = 1/530 ft2 = 0.002 pieces/ft2
c. E-Cigarette Pod = 3/530 ft2 = 0.006 pieces/ft2
d. E-Cigarette = 4/530 ft2 = 0.008 pieces/ft2

Tier 1 Calculation
Likewise, for a Tier 1 calculation, the assessment can be summarized in the following way:
•

Assessment area = 530 ft2

•

Total amount of trash = 22

•

Amount of trash per foot squared = 22/530 ft2 = 0.042 pieces/ft2

Recording the Data
Once the data are collected, you will need to enter the information into a standardized data sheet
that will aid in sharing, storing, and analyzing the data. The data sheet (Figure 12) includes areas
for entering site information, measurements for calculating the area of an assessment site, and
the TPW data. There are automatic calculations performed as the data are entered to give the
total assessment area the amount of a given TPW measurement per unit of area. The boxes in
orange are the boxes the user enters data into. The boxes in gray (with orange writing) are boxes
that have automatic calculations performed as the data is entered.
When the data are entered into the spreadsheet, a datasheet is automatically filled in, listing the
data in a table for easy transfer to a database or another file for storage (Figure 13). This table
can also be used for data analysis and visualization.
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Figure 12. Representation of the automatically calculating data sheet
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TIER 4: A Deeper Dive into TPW
Beyond the time and effort for most standard TPW monitoring practitioners is Tier 4, which will
not be covered in this document. This tier includes collecting even more detailed information on
the TPW and is designed to be highly rigorous in its sample design, data collection, and reporting.
The sample design will include both targeted and random site selections, and systematic
repeat collections will be performed at chosen sites to determine if there are use patterns and/
or seasonality for particular types of tobacco products. Since the TPW is removed at each site,
accumulation rates at repeat sites will also be calculated. The intensity of this method is high in that
it requires much more time to complete, more planning, and greater preparation. This is due to the
larger areas covered, such as a large school or mall parking lots, and the collection and inspection of
every item. An example of the information collected on each TPW item includes the amount, type
of product, brand, approximate age and much more. Additionally, each item will be documented
by photograph to build a library of TPW photos to help others identify TPW. Due to the increased
detail, time and planning for this Tier, it requires a higher level of training and commitment by
participants. Data collection and data analysis will also increase the complexity of this method.
Studies conducted under Tier 4 would be able to address questions regarding highly specific
geographical features, cultural drivers related to the deposition of TPW in specific locations, the
residence time of TPW in the environment, and highly refined time intervals associated with
tobacco consumption.
This method is currently being developed by researchers at the University of California, San
Francisco. Please contact Jeremiah Mock at Jeremiah.Mock@ucsf.edu for more information.

Figure 13. Representation of the data from the data sheet, “flattened” for easy exportability.
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In-The-Air Method
In addition to the methods described above, the authors of this document also pursued a proof-ofconcept effort for aerial monitoring of TPW or, to be more specific, cigarette butts. The capture of
imagery from the sky, using unoccupied aerial systems (UAS), commonly known as “drones,” can
facilitate the monitoring of a broader geography and more repeat site visits to produce a relatively
rich dataset. This method is non-extractive, meaning that it does not involve any contact with the
contaminant. Whereas the on-the-ground method offers the option of extraction, this aerial method
does not, in itself, alter the landscape. Rather, it is a remote observation method that merely captures
imagery for subsequent measurement of the TPW load.
Building upon the gathered imagery, the authors of this guide also developed a machine learning
algorithm to automate the detection of cigarette butts. While a monitoring practitioner could,
in practice, leverage imagery for purposes of documentation and manual analysis, we sought to
determine the viability for the application of advanced computing techniques to TPW monitoring.
The team, focusing on cigarette butts due to its commonly identifiable form factor, trained a neural
network to detect such butts in imagery collected from the UAS.
Flights
To begin, the team conducted test flights to determine the optimal flight altitudes. Flying at higher
altitudes increases the distance between the detected objects, the cigarette butts, and the UAS-attached
sensor (camera). In doing so, the imagery becomes coarser and less resolved. On the other hand, flying at
low altitudes bears a trade-off. The lower a UAS flies, the greater the likelihood that it might encounter
trees, power lines, and other obstacles. Furthermore, the lower the UAS flies, the less ground it can cover
in a given flight.
The initial test flights, using standard optical devices, determines that the optimal altitude for
manual detectability was between 30 and 60 feet. Having determined this approach, the team
conducted five flights over impervious surfaces, such as parking lots and street gutters. To gather
measurable data of known quantity, the team seeded the area with a predetermined amount of
cigarette butts. The assembled imagery was then used for purposes of training the machinelearning algorithm and – using a second subset of the imagery – for testing the effectiveness of the
developed neural network.
Encountered Challenges
Flying an Unoccupied Aerial Vehicle (UAV) in today’s climate of regulation and evolving technology
is not as straightforward as it might otherwise appear.
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Figure 14. Unoccupied Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Pilot and GIS Manager Pete Kauhanen pilots a Mavic Pro UAV for a TPW survey
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We recommend that prior to piloting a UAV, the monitoring practitioner become a licensed
drone pilot. While recreational pilots must not necessarily be licensed, according to present law,
commercial users must. We recommend that the license serve as a litmus test for suitability of
the pilot since recreational UAV users might otherwise run afoul of legal regulations imparted
during pilot training.4
The use of the UAV over-populated areas presented several obstacles. Overcoming these
obstacles will test the viability of the vehicle’s use in urbanized areas. For instance, flying directly
over people who are not protected by a structure or stationary vehicle is prohibited by FAA
regulations. Accordingly, best practices dictate that the UAV is piloted to avoid flying over homes
and yards where the public and or residents could step directly under the UAV. This risk can be
mitigated by pausing the flight or assuming manual control of the UAV. Therefore, generally,
the vehicle should be piloted to avoid flying directly over uncontrolled areas, such as private
property, without prior coordination with landowners and residents. As safety measures to flight
systems and hardware (such as parachutes) advance, restrictions may be relaxed or waived in
specific instances.
Flying in coastal California will also be challenging because of the presence of airports, which
require special clearance when flying near them. This means extra planning and coordination will
be required when flying assessments within 5 miles of major airports.
With the incorporation of Low Altitude Authorization and Notification Capability (LAANC), UAS
activities in controlled airspace at or below 400ft are much more logistically feasible. With LAANC
one can gain approval to fly within subsets of controlled airspace, compatible with UAS based trash
assessments, within seconds of submitting your proposed flight activities from a mobile device.
In other cases, approval is necessary from the Air Traffic Control. As technology and regulation
continue to advance to accommodate reasonable UAS use within the United States, UAS based
monitoring may become more widely feasible.
Tree canopy cover may also occlude the UAS based methods, by obfuscating the ground and
trash present. This often depends on the season relative to deciduous trees.
All of these factors limited and constrained the use of this technology, but where appropriate,
the team conducted surveys and reported on the usefulness of the exercise. Since site conditions
change and flight regulations adjust at a fast pace, some of these rule-based obstacles may
change in the near term.
4 Federal Aviation Administration. Become a Drone Pilot. https://www.faa.gov/uas/commercial_operators/become_a_drone_pilot/. Accessed December 22, 2020.
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Figure 15.
Counts of trash
(totals and by
type) at 30ft,
60ft, and 100ft
elevations compared to Ground
Survey Counts.

Automated Analysis
The team also applied machine learning algorithms to test the viability and practicality of applying
these new tools. The team hypothesized that, under certain circumstances, machine learning may be
used to accelerate the assessments, thereby potentially expanding the geography and time period
surveyed.
The machine learning development is meant to augment UAS methods for TPW monitoring, particularly
to increase the temporal and spatial scope of TPW surveys while minimizing time and labor costs.
Ideally, such a method could produce a volume estimate and or tallies for the amount of trash at a given
site. Considering the novelty of applying this type of technology to aerial imagery, this work should be
evaluated with its exploratory nature in mind.
The machine learning algorithm is based on TensorFlow, a commonly used computational engine
for these tasks. It is a form of a convolutional neural network (CNN) that leverages large datasets to
determine patterns.
Our site surveys formed the basis of analysis for the CNN that was charged with identifying cigarette
butts in the images by individual objects.
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(Top) Figure 16. Example UAS photo featuring cigarette butts on a playground. The colored boxes represent manual
annotations of cigarette butts.
(Bottom) Figure 17. Magnified version of a UAS photo featuring cigarette butts on a playground.
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Results and Next Steps
To determine our model’s ability to identify cigarette butts, we decided to compare detections from
our algorithm to hand-drawn annotations. In essence, this means that we measure how much
computer generated annotation boxes overlap with human drawn annotation boxes. This provides
a sense of how well the model performs against the best data we can generate. If a computer
generated annotation overlaps a human generated annotation by 50% or more, we can consider it
good enough to register as a match.
Using this methodology, our current model was able to identify 1008 cigarette butts out of 1021
human identified cigarette butts. On average, matches identified had a 77% overlap, 100% would
mean computer generated boxes had an exact fit to boxes drawn by humans while 50% would
mean boxes only matched half. This also means merely 41 computer generated annotations out of
1021 potential matches did not meet our 50% overlap requirement and were either not cigarette
butts or just didn’t overlap enough. We did not detect 13 of the human drawn annotations at all,
but once again there might have been a match below our 50% threshold or it may have completely
missed.
Figure 18 helps to illustrate the automated detection of cigarette butts using the model created
to detect the familiar shape of such objects when viewed from the sky. For most of the tests, the
background was asphalt to provide the most favorable and common conditions for detection. Other
times, we conducted tests over grass and other stochastic backgrounds (Figure 19).
Following these field tests, the team will pursue the operationalization of the machine-learning
model. The model itself will be made available to everyone, so that those with the technical skill and
inclination can further refine it. However, we also foresee the specific opportunity to operationalize
the model using high-powered, cloud-computing resources to receive images from UAS-enabled
practitioners and return counts of cigarette butts.
Successive generations of the algorithm can be further tuned to detect the broad range of TPW.
However, it is our judgment based on related experience that cigarette butts, being at once common
and regular in form factor, can reasonably be counted with the greatest confidence in accuracy and
precision.
Quality Assurance / Quality Control Procedures: Re-counting the TPW
A modest but assiduously followed recounting measure is bound to produce mismatches,
particularly when large numbers of TPW are found. While the differences among the numbers
will likely be slight, we recommend double-counting the TPW using a different team at some
sites to assess the discrepancies properly and calibrate the method across different practitioners.
If a regular team is performing the assessments, we recommend as a best practice that there be
double-counting performed for 20% of the sites --meaning that for every 5 sites, at least one is
double-counted. This applies to all variants of the method, regardless of the selected tier you are
using as a basis for your measurements.
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(Top) Figure 18. Flight conducted in a parking lot.
(Bottom) Figure 19. Flight conducted in a park.
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Figure 20. Wide variety of tobacco product packages.

Types of TPW
The types of TPW are numerous and varied depending on the type of product. The sheer number
of different types of products is immense. Figure 20 below shows only a small number of cigarillo
product wrappers. We have broken up our categories for Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3 above based
on the amount of time it would take to perform an assessment. The more detail you want to
collect the longer the method will take. At one site during the Trash Monitoring Evaluation project
(trashmonitoring.org) we found nearly 300 cigarettes in a small area. Just counting the cigarettes
took some time; however, if we were to spend time branding the cigarettes it would have taken
much longer. We kept these categories broad as we wanted to make sure that however much time
an assessor has, an effective assessment, salient to the desired monitoring questions, could be
performed.
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APPENDIX C.
METHOD FIELD FORMS
STATION ID:

_______________________

DATE: _____________

Large or Unmovable Items
ITEM 1

ITEM 2

Location:

Location:

Description:

Description:

ITEM 3

ITEM 4

Location:

Location:

Description:

Description:

ITEM 5

ITEM 6

Location:

Location:

Description:

Description:
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Site Information Field Form
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Tier 1 - Qualitative Visual Method Field Form
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Tier 3 - Quantitative Volume Method Field Forms
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Tier 4 - Quantitative Tally Method Field Forms
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